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Lasers in the 5-500GHz Region 
Xiehe Zhong 
Department of Electronic & Electrical Engineering, 
Loughborough University, Loughborough, LEll 4TU, United Kingdom 
Abstract 
The electromagnetic spectrum from 50Hz to 5000Hz is important for many 
industrial, commercial, and scientific applications. In particular for the lOO - 5000Hz 
region, free electron lasers (FELs) are usually the only viable radiation sources with 
sizeable output power and as such are an attracti ve enabling technology for many 
applications. One major issue for widespread application of free electron lasers is to 
reduce their cost and size. This is particularly challenging because of the expensive 
electron accelerator system they employ. To make it significantly more attractive 
economically for many important applications, the electron energy has to be reduced 
to below 300keV. 
In this thesis two novel electron-energy-reduction techniques are investigated 
for FEL systems operated in the spectrum from 50Hz to 5000Hz with the 
development of a suite of suitable FEL codes. In the microwave to millimetre-wave 
region, a novel energy reduction technique based on second harmonic waveguide 
FELs is studied. It is shown that the required electron voltage is approximately half of 
what is normally required for comparable conventional waveguide FELs. Effect of 
electron energy spread is studied for second harmonic waveguide FELs both in 
11 
microwave and millimetre-wave regions. It is shown that strong wiggler field 
enhances electron bunching thereby increasing the small-signal gain as well as the 
insusceptibility to electron voltage spread. Saturation behaviour of second harmonic 
waveguide FELs is also studied because it is important for evaluation of output 
power. For FEL generation above 300GHz, it is found that second harmonic 
waveguide FELs need to increase electron energy above 300keV. To this end, a 
second energy reduction technique is considered based on a novel quasi periodic 
wiggler. It is established that by changing the initial phase angle between the two 
component wigglers, strong radiation can be generated near 1 THz with electron 
energy below 300keV. 
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Chapter 1 Project Introduction 
1 
Project Introduction 
Nowadays electromagnetic waves in the spectrum above 10Hz have 
considerable influence on our daily life, industry, commerce, and scientific research. 
In the microwave region (l-300Hz), the generation, propagation, and absorption of 
electromagnetic waves have been extensively used and the spectrum is fully utilised 
for many important technologies, from telecommunications and radar to domestic 
food heating. By comparison, the spectrum in the millimetre-wave region (30-
3000Hz) and the sub-millimetre wave region (300-30000Hz) are much less explored 
and yet offers immense potentials for many scientific and technological applications. 
For example, the millimetre wave portion of the spectrum offers considerable scope to 
broaden bandwidth of digital and internet communications[1]. Communication 
systems operated at millimetre wavelengths are compact, and have intrinsically 
improved spatial directivity and resolution. Examples in the submillimetre-wave 
region include secure communications through power beaming in satellite-to-satellite 
applications[2], spectroscopic measurement from the space to radio astronomers[3], 
quantum electronics important for the solid-state studies[4], and far-infrared imaging 
spectrometers[5]. Similarly terahertz frequencies, defined from 1000Hz through to 
lOTHz, are increasingly attracting the focus of the public interests. 
The advantages of utilising frequencies between 1000Hz and 1 THz have not 
been generally realised because of some fundamental technological obstacles peculiar 
to this wavelength range. Within today's microwave and laser technologies, most of 
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the electromagnetic devices are operating in the wavelengths either much longer than 
relevant component sizes (DC to microwave) or much smaller (infrared to visible). 
Therefore there is a spectral gap to be fully explored. The most substantial obstacle is 
the lack of viable tuneable radiation sources, particularly between 1000Hz and lTHz. 
Currently there are technologies capable of generating usable amounts of terahertz 
power. These include low power sources such as quantum well oscillators[6][71 and 
photo-mixers[81, large laboratory instruments such as molecular gas lasers[91, facility 
instruments such as free electron lasers, pulsed sources such as p-type germanium 
lasers[101, a variety of optically pumped pulse emitters[lll, and a host of new and 
highly speculative electronic and quantum devices. 
Among those, free electron lasers are usually used as tuneable radiation sources 
with large continuous-wave power (tens of kilowatts), which are the distinct features 
from other radiation sources. For the applications such as high-resolution radars, 
spectroscopy, biophysics, medicine, material science, plasmas heating and particle 
accelerators, there are enormous benefits that can be gained from the tunenability of 
free electron lasers over a wide range of frequency. Often FELs are the only viable 
or/and available coherent radiation sources in the spectrum of 1000Hz - ITHz, the 
employment of an expensive and bulky accelerator restricts their wider applications 
and exploitation. Therefore there is a significant drive to reduce the size and hence the 
cost of the FEL system by reducing the electron energy required for coherent FEL 
radiation at a given frequency. 
This PhD project aims to develop viable electron voltage reduction techniques 
for FEL systems from microwave up to submillimetre-wave regime. To realise 
dramatic size reduction of FEL systems, one specific challenge of this PhD project is 
to achieve FEL radiation from 100Hz to ITHz with an electron beam of ::;300keV. 
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2 
Principle of Free Electron Lasers 
/2. f.--Introdu.ction- "--.-----~--..... . : 
The term of "free-electron laser" is generally used to describe devices that 
generate coherent radiation by means of an interaction in which a beam of relativistic 
free electrons is induced to radiate by its passage through a periodic magnetic field. 
Electrons are free because they are not bound in atoms or molecules of a material but 
free to travel in the vacuum. On the other hand electrons are not entirely free because 
they are confined in the periodic magnetic field. Also by relativistic we mean that 
electron beams used are highly energetic with electron velocities close to the speed of 
light. 
The concept of radiation by relativistic electrons dates back as far as 1933[1]. 
However its first experimental demonstration came much later in 1950s when Mozt 
and co-workers at Stanford University produced coherent emission at millimetre 
wavelengths by means of microwave l!mplification through §timulated s<mission of 
radiation (maser)[2]-[4]. Independently Robert Phillips also explored the application 
of periodic magnetic fields to the maser in 1957[5]. Following the studies of Motz 
and Phillips, John Madey of Stanford University developed the first theoretical 
treatment of stimulated radiation of relativistic electrons in a periodic magnetic field 
in 1971 and this first theoretical treatment was based on quantum mechanics[6]. 
Thereafter the term "free-electron laser" was coined in 1973[7]. Since these 
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pioneering studies, FELs have attracted growing interest[S]-[IO] and have been 
operated successfully over a very wide spectrum ranging from microwave through to 
the ultraviolet. The success and popularity of FELs are, to a very large extent, due to 
two of their most distinct properties, namely (I) that their radiation wavelength can be 
tuned electronically over a very wide range (up to the factor of 10) without altering 
the basic FEL system design[12], and (2) that their output power is often unrivalled 
(up to giga-watts)[ll] [13]. In the general field of coherent radiation sources at 
wavelengths shorter than millimetre, wide wavelength tunability and large output 
power become almost synonymous to free-electron lasers. 
For many technologically important applications, coherent radiation sources 
with reasonably large output power and in the spectrum from millimetre to the far 
infrared are particularly useful. For example for meteorology and atmospheric 
studies[14], high-resolution millimetre-wave radars need to be driven by tens of 
kilowatts millimetre-wave power[15][16]. Similarly a tuneable source at 0.016-
0.3mm would make vibrational spectroscopy of absorbing molecules much more 
powerful and convenient for material characterisation[17]. Also in laser surgery and 
biophysics studies, it is particularly beneficial to be able to tune the radiation 
frequency into absorption frequencies of cancerous human tissues[IS]. Other 
examples of FEL applications include plasmas heating[l9], spectroscopy[20], 
characterisation of solid interface properties[21], optical pumping for lasers[22], and 
high-field gradient accelerators[23][24]. For many such applications, free electron 
lasers are often the only viable option as a tuneable coherent radiation source, 
particularly in the spectrum from the millimetre to the far infrared. 
While FELs are often the only available coherent radiation sources for the 
aforementioned applications, their use of relativistic electron beams makes it 
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inevitable to employ expensive accelerators. As a result, their building costs tend to 
be well over $lM and this has restricted their applications to national laboratories and 
central facilities. Recently a low-cost FEL design in the infrared region was proposed 
at a total cost of $300k[25]. This is a good economic indicator for the present FEL 
technology that may be exploited for a wider range of applications. Yet it is still 
expensive for many industrial applications and for most university laboratories as a 
research instrument. Therefore there is a significant drive to reduce the size and 
hence the cost of the FEL system. One strategy is to reduce the electron energy 
required for coherent FEL radiation at a given frequency. As a result there is an 
increasing emphasis on the development of compact free electron laser systems in the 
spectral region from the millimetre wave to the far infrared. 
Of a number of techniques proposed to reduce electron energy[l1],[26]-[34], 
the common theme has been to induce strong FEL radiation at high harmonics of their 
fundamental radiation frequency. In this thesis, we consider two schemes, namely (1) 
a second harmonic technique that explores a novel longitudinal electron interaction 
with TM modes in a metallic waveguide and (2) a higher harmonic technique that is 
based on a novel quasi periodic magnetic structure. To assess whether these schemes 
are effective, it is necessary to evaluate the FEL interaction gain as well as its 
dependence upon key FEL parameters. In this Chapter, we will first introduce the 
operation principle of free-electron lasers in section 2.2. Then in section 2.3, we will 
review relevant analytical techniques that will be the theoretical basis of our gain 
formulation in next few chapters. Finally an overview of key techniques to reduce 
electron energy will be given in section 2.4. 
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"- --~-----.-.---' 
2.2. 1. Components of a Typical FEL System 
A typical FEL system comprises of three major components, namely (1) an 
electron gun equipped with an accelerator system to produce an energetic electron 
beam; (2) a periodic magnetic structure called wiggler to induce a spatially oscillatory 
component to the electron velocity; and (3) a pair of mirrors to confine the induced 
radiation within a resonant cavity. Schematically the typical FEL system is shown in 
Figure 2-1 where the wiggler system comprises an array of permanent magnet bars 
arranged in a spatially alternating manner. 
A good qualitative electron beam has a very small energy spread around its 
nominal energy. Large energy spread associated with poor quality electron beam can 
undermine significantly the performance of FELs. Effects of the electron energy 
spread will be studied in Chapter 4. 
The wiggler magnet is an important component, and its technology has been 
significantly developed over the past 25 years. The radiation wavelength is 
proportional to the spatial periodicity of the wiggler magnet, or the wiggler period as 
it is better known, and so it is desirable to reduce the wiggler period as much as 
possible. On the other hand, a small wiggler period usually leads to a weak magnetic 
field and this results in a reduced radiation power. Therefore there is a trade-off 
between a small wiggler period and a strong wiggler field. With the present 
technology of permanent magnet based wigglers, an adequate wiggler field and hence 
a sufficiently large radiation can usually be assured if the wiggler period is no less 
than lcm. For wiggler period below lcm, it is possible to provide adequate wiggler 
field by using electromagnet-based wigglers[31][32]. For example driven by pulsed 
currents, the electromagnet is capable of generating an on-axis magnetic field as high 
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Figure 2-1: Schematic illustration of a typical FEL system 
as IT at a wiggler period of Smm[33]. As a design parameter, a wiggler period at 
4mm may be considered as typical of what the present wiggler technology can offer. 
Any significant progress made in the wiggler technology, either presently or in the 
near future, would add further scope to the electron energy reduction techniques 
considered in this thesis. 
The spatial distribution of the wiggler field can take on a variety of forms 
usually exhibiting both helical and planar symmetries. The most common wiggler 
configurations are Ca) those based on bifilar current windings to produce helically 
symmetric fields and Cb) those based on alternating stacks of permanent magnets to 
produce linearly symmetric fields. The formers are usually known as helical wigglers ;<. 
whereas the latter are often referred to as planar wigglers. The choice of appropriate 
wiggler configurations depends on specific requirements of individual FEL designs, 
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and so would be both difficult and unnecessary to generalise. It should be noted that 
the objective of this thesis is to study generic methodologies to enable terahertz FEL 
radiation at electron energy less than 300kV and so specific wiggler designs are only 
of secondary importance. Therefore we will consider planar wigglers since they are 
easier to design and construct. 
For FELs operated in the spectrum from microwave to sub-millimetre wave, 
their radiation usually needs to be confined by metallic waveguides and as a result the 
radiation fields are usually of non-TEM mode. Two most common types of 
waveguides are (1) rectangular wave guides and (2) cylindrical waveguides. From the 
consideration for strong radiation, the choice of waveguide types is usually related to 
that of the wiggler configurations. For example a cylindrical waveguide is usually 
chosen in conjunction with a helical wiggler whereas a rectangular waveguide works 
better with a planar wiggler. The actual waveguide dimensions depend on the 
wavelength range of the anticipated FEL radiation. On the other hand, it may be 
advantageous to combine a planar wiggler with a cylindrical waveguide, as it will 
become clearer in Chapter 3. 
As shown in Figure 2-1, energetic electrons undergo oscillatory motion in the 
transverse direction after the electron beam being injected longitudinally into the 
wiggler region. Emission of incoherent radiation from the electron beams is induced 
as a result of the deceleration of the electron beams after being incurred a transverse 
velocity component. This process is often known as the spontaneous emission. When 
radiation is confined by the mirrors and subsequently stored in the resonant cavity, the 
electromagnetic wave at the resonant wavelength of the cavity grows at the expense 
of the electron energy. The electromagnetic wave combines with the spatial variation 
of the wiggler magnetic field to form a beat wave to interact with electrons. Coherent 
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radiation is subsequently produced if this interaction is enhanced constructively by the 
radiation wave produced subsequently. This process is known as the stimulated 
emission. Spontaneous emission and stimulated emission are both fundamental 
radiation processes in FELs. 
2.2.2. Resonant Condition 
For a strong and sustained FEL radiation, it is necessary for the electron beam to 
continuously contribute to the radiation field and this can only be achieved if the 
electron beam is locked into a mode of strong interaction with its radiation field 
throughout its passage through the wiggler magnet. When the interaction between 
electrons and their radiation field is locked, they are said to be in synchronism and the 
radiation can continuously gain energy from the electron beam to sustain its growth. 
Since the electromagnetic wave of the electron induced radiation travels at a 
speed greater than the speed of light in a waveguide and the electron beam can never 
travel faster than the speed of light, c, it is impossible to synchronise them without the 
wiggler magnet. The spatial variation of the wiggler and the electromagnetic wave 
combine to form essentially a beat wave that travels slower than the speed of light 
thus enabling its synchronism with the electron beam[ll]. 
When co-propagating with the electromagnetic wave, an electron travels in the 
axial direction (the z direction). The phase of the electron related to the 
electromagnetic wave undergoes a change of kz z, where kz is the wavenumber of the 
electromagnetic wave. On the other hand as electron travels through the wiggler 
magnetic field, an additional phase change of kw z related to the electromagnetic wave 
is induced to the electron by the wiggler field, where kw is the wavenumber of the 
wiggler field. Over the same time interval, the phase of the electromagnetic wave 
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would travel a distance of Zem so the corresponding phase change of the 
electromagnetic wave is k,zem. For the electron to be in synchronism with the 
electromagnetic wave, their difference in phase change must be constant. As a result, 
k,z,m - (k,z + kwz) = constant. 
Performing derivative with respect to time on both sides of the formula gives 
k dZ,m _ (k + k ) dz = 0 . 
'dt ,w dt 
It is known that the phase velocity of electromagnetic wave is vp' and the angular 
frequency of the radiation ill = k,vp in waveguides. Suppose v, denotes the electron 
longitudinal velocity, the above equation yields 
(2-1) 
This is the resonant condition or the phase-matching condition for electrons to be in 
resonance with the beat wave. When in resonance with the beat wave, the beat wave 
travels the same speed as that of the electron longitudinal velocity and as such the 
electron experiences a constant field from the beat wave. The beat wave is usually 
known as the ponderomotive wave in the FEL physics, and it is a result of the 
combined effect of the radiation field and the wiggler field on the electrons. 
The energy exchange between a single electron and the electromagnetic wave is 
insignificant. However a significant energy change of the electromagnetic wave is 
resulted if all electrons in a beam interact with the radiation wave in a similar way. 
Particularly when In resonance, electrons become synchronised with the 
ponderomotive wave resulting in a potentially very strong interaction and hence a 
very considerable energy exchange between them. For most electron beams, 
electrons are initially spread uniformly over many whole wavelengths of the 
ponderomotive wave. Hence some electrons are accelerated whereas others are 
I 
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decelerated. If there are more electrons decelerated than accelerated, there will be a 
net energy gain to the electromagnetic wave and the latter will grow. This can be 
achieved if electrons are near the resonant condition with its axial speed slightly 
greater than the ponderomotive wave. In other words, wave amplification occurs if the 
ponderomotive wave lags behind the electron beam. 
2.2.3. Radiation Wavelength 
It is useful to discuss eq.(2-1) further In order to formulate the radiation 
wavelength. From eq.(2-1), we have 
~ = _k",z_v,,-z _+_k--,w,,-v~z,,-
=kz+kw , (2-2) 
Since the electron velocity, vz=fJzc, where fJz is the normalised longitudinal velocity of 
the electron beam, the above can be reduced to 
(2-3) 
Note that kw=27TfAw and the radiation wavelength A, is related to the wavenumber of 
electromagnetic wave by k,=27TfA,. The kinetic electron energy may be expressed as 
E=(y-l)mc2 where y is the relativistic Lorentz factor and can be approximated by 
, 
y ;: (1- fJ;r'. It can be shown from eq.(2-3) that 
(2-4) 
It is clear that the higher radiation frequency, or the shorter radiation wavelength, can 
be achieved at a large electron energy or/and a short wiggler period. In the case when 
the electron velocity is close to the speed of light such that fJ, "" 1, the above equation 
can be reduced to 
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Figure 2-2: Radiation as a function of electron voltage 
(2-5) 
Eq.(2-5) suggests that the radiation wavelength depends upon the wiggler period and 
the electron beam energy. Specifically the wavelength of the electromagnetic wave is 
directly proportional to the wiggler period and inversely proportional to the square of 
the electron streaming energy. As a result, the dependence of radiation wavelength on 
the electron energy is plotted in Figure 2-2. Moreover it is also indicated in eq.(2-5) 
that a wide range of radiation frequencies can be accessed by adjusting the wiggler 
period and, more significantly, by adjusting the electron energy. This permits free 
electron lasers to operate virtually across the entire electromagnetic spectrum. 
Eq.(2-5) can also be used to estimate the required electron energy for radiation 
at terahertz frequencies, or Ar = O.3mm typically. It is shown that the electron voltage 
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needs to be at least O.SMV if Aw is 4mm. Although O.SMV is not large in the usual 
FEL tenns, it still requires a large electron accelerator and this makes the resulting 
FEL system too large and expensive. It can be understood from eq.(2-5) that for a 
given radiation wavelength the electron energy could be reduced by choosing a 
smaller wiggler period. As discussed earlier, the choice of A", = 4mm represents the 
minimum wiggler period possible with the present wiggler technology. Therefore 
other approaches are necessary, and one such approach is to explore hannonic 
generation. 
To assess any hannonic generation scheme, it is essential to evaluate its 
associated interaction gain. A large interaction gain is desirable not only because it 
would lead to a rapid lasing of FEL radiation but also it can be used to reduce the 
minimum electron current needed to initiate FEL radiation. The latter is useful as it 
would relax the current requirements on the electron accelerator and hence allow the 
use of smaller and less expensive accelerators. 
Analysis techniques for free electron lasers depend on the characteristics of the 
electron beam used. In general intense electron beams of very large currents (tens 
amperes to kilo-amperes) are typically used for most waveguide FELs operated from 
microwave to the far-infrared and with an output power above tens of kilowatts. In 
this case, space-charge effects are important. However since our aim is to develop 
compact waveguide FELs with output power in tens of watts, the electron beams used 
tend to be of less than lA and the space-charge effects are not important. In this case 
the interaction between electrons and their radiation field can be approximated well 
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by that between a single representative electron and the radiation field. The 
interaction regime is said to be in the single-particle regime. 
As the electron beam transverses through the wiggler magnet, the radiation field 
grows in strength and its interaction with the electrons can evolve from an initial 
linear regime to an eventual non-linear regime in which the interaction gain may 
become saturated. Analytical techniques are useful in the linear regime in which the 
radiation field is small, whereas the electron-wave interaction in the nonlinear regime 
can be accurately described only through computer simulation. This numerical model 
will be described in Chapter 5. There are mainly two analytical approaches for 
formulating the FEL interaction gain, namely the perturbation theorem[35] and 
Madey's theorem[36]. 
2.3.1. Single Particle Formulation 
It has been mentioned that compact wave guide free electron lasers employ 
electron beams of low current and as such space-charge effects are not important. 
The corresponding interaction regime is usually known as the Compton regime for 
which the electron beam can be well approximated by a single electron representing 
the electron beam. It is assumed that initially the radiation field is not significant and 
its magnitude remains constant during a single passage of the electron beam through 
the wiggler magnet. Therefore the evolution of the radiation field during the single 
passage of the electron beam can be ignored and Maxwell's equations for the 
evolution of the radiation field are not necessary. As a result, the energy exchange 
between the transverse electric field and the electrons, or the reference electron 
representing the electron beam, can be fully described by the relativistic Newton-
Lorentz equations: 
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d --
-(}mv) =-e(E+vxB) 
dt 
d 2 -
-(}me) = -e(E· v) 
dt 
(2-6) 
where v is velocity vector of the electron, E is the electric component of the 
radiation field, and B is the combined magnetic field of the wiggler magnet and the 
magnetic component of the radiation field. 
The planar wiggler considered is used. Assuming that the width of the wiggler 
is board enough to provide a uniform wiggler magnetic field in the y direction (see X 
Figure 2-1), the wiggler magnetic field can be approximately expressed as 
(2-7) 
The transverse velocity component of the reference electron, Vi' can be determined by 
the relativistic Newton-Lorentz equations 
(2-8) 
We assume that the electron beam is injected into the wiggler magnet along its axis. If 
the representative electron has a very small transverse excursion from the axis, due to 
the wiggler field, and the cross-sectional area of the electron beam is small, both 
compared to the transverse dimension of the waveguide, eq.(2-8) can be further 
reduced by ignoring transverse variations of the wiggler field and the radiation field. 
The on-axis electric field of the waveguide is given by 
(2-9) 
Substituting the above equation and eq.(2-7) into eq.(2-8), we have 
(2-10) 
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here <p is the relative phase of electron with respect to the electromagnetic wave. It 
can be shown that the eq.(2-1O) may be solved directly by integration. As a result, it 
yields the transverse electron velocity 
(2-11) 
where as = eEc/mew and aw = eBwc/mekw are the dimensionless field strength of the 
radiation wave and the wiggler magnet. At the starting stage of the FEL interaction, 
the electromagnetic field of the radiation is weak whereas the wiggler magnetic field 
is much stronger. Therefore aw controls the electron velocity. As a result the electron 
motion in the transverse direction is a periodic motion with a period identical to that 
of the wiggler field. This periodic motion interacts with the transverse electric field 
resulting in an energy exchange. Therefore eq.(2-6) becomes 
d 2 -
-(yme )=-eE ·V . dt y y (2-12) 
Substituting eq.(2-11) into eq.(2-12) gives 
dy wa,a w ' '" 
-=:- Sln~, 
dt 2y 
(2-13) 
where <P = wt-(k,+kw)z+cp. The term wt-(kz+kw)z is often referred to as the phase of 
the ponderomotive wave. It is a measure of the position of an electron in both space 
and time with respect to the ponderomotive wave. If the ponderomotive phase 
satisfies the resonant condition, the energy exchange can be evaluated from the eq.(2-
13). On the other hand, along the axial direction, we have from eq.(2-6) that 
d - -
-(ymv,)=-e(vyx(Bw+B )). dt x (2-14) 
By substituting eqs.(2-7) and (2-11) into eq.(2-14), it can be shown that 
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d{3 a a [ ] . 
-' =---'----!!:.. (k +k )c-w{3. sm<P. dt 2y 2 ,w . (2-15) 
The combination of eqs.(2-11), (2-13) and (2-15) fonns the basis of our gain analysis 
for compact waveguide FELs. Given the initial phase of the electron with respect to 
the electromagnetic wave, one can obtain the electron's trajectory and its energy 
exchange with the electromagnetic wave by integrating the set of above equations 
simultaneously. As a result the dynamics of an electron beam can be detennined as 
well as its energy contribution to the electromagnetic wave. 
2.3.2. Perturbation Theory 
The direct integral of eq.(2-13) gives the energy exchange of the representative 
electron with the wave. The energy exchange of the entire electron beam with the 
radiation wave needs to be calculated by integrating that in the single electron case 
over the initial phase distribution of the electron beam. As the initial electron 
distribution is in general unifonn over one radiation wavelength, the average of the 
energy exchange over the electron initial phase can be shown to be zero. This is due 
to the fact that the average of the sinusoidal function at the first order of the radiation 
field is zero and the electron-wave interaction is significant only at the second order 
and higher orders of the radiation field. As a result the energy exchange needs to be 
evaluated by Taylor expanding the ponderomotive phase in tenns of radiation 
field[12]. 
A pendulum equation is used to describe the process of the interaction between 
the electrons and the electromagnetic field when the beam-wave interaction is 
saturated. It has been shown that a pendulum equation can be derived from eq.(2-13) 
to describe the electron dynamics in the phase space of the ponderomotive wave. By 
linearisation of this pendulum equation, this provides a direct analytical route to 
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formulate the electron-wave interaction at the second order of the radiation field. This 
is called the perturbation theory. We now describe the mathematical foundation of 
this analytical technique. 
From the definition of cP, it can be shown that the second order derivative of cP 
with respect to time is 
d'cP = (k + k ';: dfj, . 
dt' W , dt 
The pendulum equation can be obtained by substituting eq.(2-1S) into above equation 
to yield 
d'cP n" m 
--=-,& Sin .... 
dt' 
where the pendulum constant 
Q2 = awa, (k + k _ W R )(k + k '~2. 2y 2 Z IV C fJ z z w F 
(2-16) 
(2-17) 
The constant Q is the frequency at which electrons oscillate in the ponderomotive 
. 
potential and is also called the bounce frequency. This can be used to rewrite eq.(2-
13) in terms of d as follows 
(2-18) 
To the first order of the radiation, the axial position of the electron may be 
approximated by z=v,.J where v'" is the averaged axial velocity of the electron beam. 
This allows the above to be used to give 
dcPl 
- = w - (k, + kw)v,o = /'>.0) 
dt 1=0 
d'cP 
=0 
dt' 
1"'0 
(2-19) 
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It can be shown from eq.(2-1S) that the average energy loss of the electron beam 
<,1.y> is a function of <P(t) , where <P(t) denotes the first order derivative of <P, that 
@~y) coa a ( . ) 
--;- = ,w; < <P(t) > -,1.co , (2-20) 
J' 2y Q 
wherQenotes the average over the initial electron phase relative to the electric 
field. Thus L\yand hence the interaction gain can be formulated when <p(t) is known. 
In general the solution of eq.(2-16) for <i>(t) requires elliptical integrals and the 
relevant mathematical formulation is rather complex. In the small signal regime, <P 
may be Taylor expanded to different orders of the radiation field, or more 
conveniently that of d as follows 
where <Pn cc (Q') and with n = I, 2, 3, .... Thus <i> can be expressed as 
<i> = <Po + <P, + <P, + ... 
Noting that 
sin <P = sin <Po + cos <Po sin <P, + cos <Po sin <P, + ... 
Substitutes above two relations into eq.(2-16) results in 
<Po = 0 
.. 2 . 
<P, = -Q sm<Po 
.. , 
<P, = -Q cos<P 0 <P, 
By integrate the above equations, <Po' <P, and <P, are obtained. To relate this to the 
net energy change of the electron beam, we note that from eq.(2-20) 
(2-21) 
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Though careful steps have to be followed to formulate the above[ 12], it can be shown 
that to the second order of the radiation field the above integral lead to 
(~y) wawa, Q2 ( I.) 
--= 2 ( )3 I-cos~wt--~w(smwt , 
y 2y ~w 2 
(2-22) 
The power gain of the electromagnetic field can be approximated by the ratio of the 
power loss of the electron beam to the propagation power of the electromagnetic 
wave, Pe"" that 
G = -<~y>mc2I1lel. 
P p 
<m 
(2-23) 
where I is the current of electron beam. Suppose we are interested in TEOl mode in the 
rectangular waveguide with width and height are a and b respectively such that 
2 2 2 
P ='!'Refa fb EH'dydx=abk'E2=ab.wmca,k,. 
<m 2 x=O y=o y x 4,uw 0 2 2,ue 2 
Substitution of eqs.(2-22) and (2-24) into eq.(2-23) gives 
a w 2,uIe Q2 ( I.) Gp = ( )3 I-cos~wt--~wtsmcvt . 
y abk.ma ~w 2 
- , 
For any x, there is a function such that 
1- cos 2x - + 2x sin 2x ~(Si::X)= :8. (2x)' x;tO 
x=O 
Let x=~wtl2, substitutes eqs.(2-17) and (2-26) into eq.(2-25) results in 
G = p a; ,uIec
2 
( { w I (3 d . 2] 3-'---k.+kw k.+kw--/J, ---smcx . 
y abk,m - - c 8 dx x • .Iw'" 
(2-24) 
(2-25) 
(2-26) 
(2-27) 
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If the electron longitudinal velocity can be approximated by its average value, /3zQ, the 
time for electron passing through the wiggler can be evaluated as t zUc/3,Q, where L is 
the length of the wiggler. As a result, 
where I'J.k=(k,+kw)-wtc/3", is the FEL detuning parameter. In near resonant condition, 
taking an approximation that (k,+kw)zwtc/3"" eq.(2-27) becomes 
G 
1 roL aw tile d. 2 
( )
3 2 [ ] 
=- - -SInC X 
p 8 c y' /3;0 abk,mro dx x=illi./2· (2-28) 
2.3.3. Madey's Theorem 
Based on the perturbation theory, the overall contribution from all individual 
electrons can be used to determine the total energy gain of the electromagnetic wave 
and therefore the gain of the electron-wave interaction is obtained. This is a classical 
approach based on electrodynamics and the evaluation needs to be performed to the 
second order of the radiation field. Mathematically this is not the most straightforward 
technique to formulate the linear gain of FEL interaction. On the other hand, Madey's 
theorem, developed by John Madey based on a quantum mechanical approach[36J, is 
more effective for evaluation of the linear FEL gain. In this section, Madey's theorem 
is reviewed to demonstrate its application to the formulation of the small signal gain 
of the electron-wave interaction. 
Madey's theorem provides a convenient way to formulate the electron energy 
change at the second order of the radiation field, Y,. by relating it to the electron 
energy change at the second order of the radiation field y" as follows 
1 d 2 
<Y2 >=--<y, >. 2 dy 
(2-29) 
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Since Y1 can be determined by integrating the eq.(2-13) as 
YI = OJa,a w [cos(ML+qJ)-cosqJ), 
2yf3 zocl1k (2-30) 
where f3;{J is the dimensionless average of the longitudinal velocity of the electron 
beam. Assuming that the initial phase distribution of the electron beam is uniform 
distribution within the radiation wavelength and applying Madey's theorem of eq.(2-
29), we have 
< >= __ 1 (WL)3 a;a: dsinc 2 (l1kLl2). 
Yz 32l c y 5 f3;o dy (2-31) 
The power gain of the electromagnetic field can be obtained again from 
(2-32) 
The propagating power of the TEol mode in the rectangular waveguide is given by 
eq.(2-24). Substitution of eqs.(2-31) and (2-24) into eq.(2-32) gives 
G = Y WL)3 ----o-a.!!:.:7""" __ Ie.!..t1 __ d_Si_nC_Z-'(~I1_kL_/_2_'_) 
m 8l C y5 f3;o abwmkz dy (2-33) 
It is evident that the above equation is identical to eq.(2-28) obtained USing the 
perturbation theory. As a consequence, both of them can be used as an analytical tool 
to determine the FEL gain based on the transverse beam-wave interaction. 
12.4. 
I 
One main approach to reduce the electron voltage required is to exploit 
harmonic generation as it is indicated in section 2.2.2. The higher the harmonic 
frequency of a strong radiation generated with the same electron beam parameters, the 
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more the electron energy may be reduced for the same radiation frequency. There are 
a number of viable techniques currently being studied and evaluated. These include 
second harmonic waveguide FELs based on a longitudinal interaction mechanism[29], 
and non linear electron bunching to produce a harmonic frequency at a large multiple 
of the bouncing frequency[37]-[ 40]. Our focus will be first of all on second harmonic 
waveguide FELs. In the following chapters, they will be discussed in details. The 
analytical tools developed in this chapter will be used to analyse the electron-wave 
interaction of second harmonic waveguide FELs. 
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3 
Linear Coherent Radiation 
by Second Harmonic Interaction 
Compact waveguide FELs driven by low current electron beams have attracted 
much interest largel y because they offer a cost -effecti ve means to deliver coherent 
radiation in the spectrum from the microwave to the submillimetre-wave region [1]-
[9]. Aimed as a laboratory instrument rather than a national user facility[l], their 
output power is modest, up to a few kilowatts, but nevertheless adequate for many 
applications in basic research, medicine, and industry. Adding to the cost saving 
already achieved from employing low current electron beams, further system 
simplification and size reduction are now sought through improvement of their output 
power at a given beam current. This approach has led to the conception of many gain 
and efficiency enhancement techniques such as the employment of prebunched 
electron beams[6][7] and the waveguide optical klystron arrangement[lO]. 
In parallel to the efforts to improve the output power at a given electron beam 
current, an equally important issue in the development of the compact waveguide FEL 
technology is to reduce the minimum electron energy needed to generate strong 
radiation at a given frequency[4],[lI]-[14]. FEL operations at reduced electron energy 
not only permit the use of smaller and less expensive power supplies, but also 
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increase the interaction gain indirectly through its inverse proportion to y{Yas it is 
shown by Madey's theorem in section 2.3.3. Recently an electron energy reduction 
technique was considered by exploiting the electron interaction with the longitudinal 
electric field component, Ez, of TM modes in a cylindrical waveguide[lS]. In such a 
beam-wave interaction configuration, electrons acquire first in the wiggler field a 
rapid longitudinal velocity oscillation twice as fast as their transverse velocity 
oscillation. For this reason, waveguide FELs based on interaction of such an electron 
velocity with the El component of TM modes are referred to second harmonic 
waveguide FELs[lS]. On the other hand their unconventional interaction may be 
considered as in an effective wiggler having a period half as much as that of the actual 
wiggler. Therefore it is known analytically from eq.(2-S) that the electron energy 
required for radiation at a given frequency may be reduced significantly in second 
harmonic waveguide FELs from that needed in comparable conventional waveguide 
FELs where the transverse electron velocity couples with the transverse electric field 
component of TE modes in a rectangular waveguide[lS][16]. Second harmonic 
waveguide FELs are also different from conventional wave guide FELs in that they 
have a non-resonant electron velocity component that couples with the resonant 
velocity component to contribute significantly to the interaction gain[16]. This unique 
feature may be exploited to enhance the beam-wave interaction and to control the 
radiation spectrum. The discussion of this special feature with the help of analysis 
using Madey's theorem will be addressed in section 3.2. 
Compared to their conventional counterparts, second harmonic waveguide FELs 
have a much more complex beam-wave interaction having the additional contribution 
of a non-resonant electron velocity component and its strong coupling with the usual 
resonant velocity component[16]. Consequently it remains unclear whether these 
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significantly new features of the beam-wave interaction make second hannonic 
waveguide FELs fundamentally different from conventional wave guide FELs and 
thus compromise the validity of Madey's theorem. Although Madey's theorem is 
known to be applicable to conventional waveguide FELs in the microwave and 
millimetre-wave regions[3][1O][17], it is of interest to show if Madey's theorem is 
valid to second hannonic wave guide FELs in tenns of the evaluation of the stimulated 
emission. To address this issue, we derive in section 3.3 a pendulum equation for 
second hannonic wave guide FELs and then employ perturbation theory to fonnulate 
the small-signal interaction gain without recourse to Madey's theorem. It will be 
shown that the gain fonnulation obtained from Madey's theorem and perturbation 
theory are not analytically identical though very similar. To illustrate their difference 
and similarities, numerical comparisons will be presented. 
The two gain fonnulations developed with and without Madey's theorem 
provide a thorough assessment of the beam-wave interaction in second hannonic 
waveguide FELs in the small signal regime and for a parametric range of wiggler field 
that is both practical and beneficial. In order to address the voltage-reduction feature 
as well as the novel characteristics of beam-wave interaction gain of second hannonic 
waveguide FELs, numerical comparison is made with conventional waveguide FELs 
with the same wiggler field and they will be presented in section 3.4. For 
convenience, their comparisons are mainly in the microwave region in this chapter. 
Numerical examples presented and conclusions drawn are used to aid an enhanced 
insight into the beam-wave interaction mechanism in second hannonic waveguide 
FELs in section 3.5. 
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3.2.1. Synchronism Condition 
In a periodic magnetic field, an electron beam attains an oscillatory velocity that 
in general has both transverse and longitudinal components, each of which is suitable 
for a strong interaction with an appropriate electric field component of its radiation 
wave. For TE modes of the waveguide electromagnetic wave, its electric field is 
purely transverse and thus the transverse oscillatory velocity of the electron beam 
interacts with the transverse electric field resulting in a significant energy exchange. 
This transverse interaction represents the basic gain mechanism in the majority of 
wave guide FELs. However for TM modes, the electric field usually has a large 
longitudinal component on waveguide axis and this allows for the possibility of a 
strong interaction with the electron beam in the longitudinal direction. The lowest TM 
mode in a rectangular waveguide is TMII mode, which has the same dispersion 
relationship as TEll mode. In other words, TEll mode is coupled with TMll mode in 
rectangular waveguide and hence is likely to share any input power that is to be 
amplified through the interaction of TMll mode with the electron beam. Without an 
effective suppression of TEll mode, the FEL amplification of TMII mode is likely to 
be reduced. On the other hand, the lowest TM mode in a circular waveguide, TMol 
mode, has a unique cut-off frequency and thus does not have the aforementioned 
problem. It is therefore preferable to employ a circular waveguide to construct the 
interaction region. 
For a strong interaction with the longitudinal electric component of TMol mode 
in a circular wave guide, the electron motion needs to have an oscillatory velocity 
component in the longitudinal direction. In the absence of the electromagnetic field, 
an electron beam in a helical wiggler has a constant longitudinal velocity and thus it is 
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not possible to synchronise the electron beam with any longitudinal electric field. In a 
planar wiggler however, an electron beam has an oscillatory velocity component in 
the longitudinal direction and thus it can interact strongly with the longitudinal 
electric field component of TMol mode. As a result, the preferred FEL configuration 
for amplification of TM mode consists of a circular waveguide and a planar wiggler 
magnet as shown in Figure 3-1. 
WIGGLER MAGNET 
CIRCULAR W A VEGUIDE 
Figure 3-1: Schematic illustration of a second harmonic waveguide FEL system. 
The electromagnetic field of TMol mode In circular wave guides has three 
components[21j 
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(3-1) 
( where kc=2,40481b is the cut-off wavenumber of TMol mode with b being the radius 
of the cylindrical waveguide used, k, is its longitudinal wavenumber, and Jo(x) is the 
Bessel function of the zero order. For simplicity we first consider the synchronism 
condition in the one dimension limit. Different from their conventional counterparts, 
second harmonic waveguide FELs generate strong radiation in TM modes in a 
cylindrical waveguide and they employ planar wigglers, In the one dimension limit, 
the wiggler field may be approximated by its on-axis expression 
(3-2) 
where kw = 27r1Aw is the spatial wavenumber of the planar wiggler magnet and Aw the 
wiggler period. For an electron beam fed along the axis of the wiggler magnet, a 
transverse electron velocity, CP 1 ' is induced. In the absence of the radiation field, this 
is determined by 
The transverse electron velocity cp 1 is given 
(3-3) 
Here aw=eBwr/mkwc is the dimension less wiggler strength and y is the relativistic 
factor. In the absence of the radiation field, the above equation may be used to 
formulate the longitudinal component of the electron beam velocity, Using the 
relationship between the longitudinal velocity and the transverse velocity 
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(3-4) 
the electron longitudinal velocity is therefore given by 
/3, = /30 1 2a~, . 'k --'-2 SIn wZ. 
Yo /30 
(3-5) 
where aw,=a../..fi , is the rms value of aw. In order to simplify analysis, the wiggler 
field is assumed to be small such that aw,« I. This approximation reduces eq.(3-5) to 
(3-6) 
where 
(3-7) 
(3-8) 
/3zo is the average of the electron longitudinal velocity and X is the relative amplitude 
of the wiggler-induced velocity oscillation in the longitudinal direction. When 
aw,< < 1, X is much less than uni ty. 
It is clear from eq.(3-6) that the longitudinal velocity oscillation is twice as fast 
as their transverse velocity oscillation. It is through this second harmonic oscillation 
that the electron beam interacts strongly with the axial electric field component of the 
TMol mode in second harmonic waveguide FELs. For the TMol mode in a cylindrical 
waveguide, the electromagnetic field has only one on-axis component 
E, = zEo cos(k,z -Wt Hp) (3-9) 
Therefore the electron-wave interaction is effectively an interaction between the 
longitudinal velocity of electrons of eq.(3-6) and the longitudinal electric field 
component of eq.(3-9), very similar to the interaction between the transverse velocity 
of electrons and the transverse electric field component in a conventional waveguide 
FEL. Given that the wavenumber of the longitudinal velocity is effectively 2kw, the 
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above analogy suggests that the synchronism condition In second harmonic 
waveguide FEL is given by 
(3-10) 
Compared to the conventional wave guide FELs, for which (jJ = Vz (kz+kw), eq .(3-10) 
suggests that ~con~ harmonic waveguide FELs require a smaller V z for given kw and 
w(kz). This is the underlying reason why second harmonic waveguide FELs require 
less electron energy for radiation at a given frequency with the same wiggler magnet. 
As it is suggested from eq.(3-1O), the electron longitudinal velocity attains 
double speed of oscillation from the planar wiggler. In order to show the impact of 
this extra oscillation in the resonant condition to the required electron energy, both of 
the resonant condition of the longitudinal interaction and the transverse interaction are 
plotted in the dispersion diagram in Figure 3-2. Under the resonant condition for 
second harmonic wave guide FELs, a strong beam-wave interaction occurs when the 
beam line intersects with the dispersion curve of the TMoI mode. The wiggler period 
is therefore f...w/2 for second harmonic waveguide FELs if the same wiggler period is 
used in both of the second harmonic waveguide FEL and the conventional wave guide 
FEL. As Figure 3-2 depicts that the gradient of the straight line for interaction with 
TMoI mode is much smaller than that required for the TEll mode. Since the gradient 
of the beam line is indicative of the electron energy required for the beam-wave 
interaction, second harmonic waveguide FELs require much lower electron energy 
than that for conventional wave guide FELs. In other words second harmonic 
waveguide FELs are a novel and effective way to reduce electron energy required for 
radiation at a given frequency. 
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OL--L-L __ ~ __ -LL-__ -L __ ~ ____ ~ __ ~ ____ L-__ J-__ ~ 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Wavenumber (1/cm) 
Figure 3-2: Dispersion diagram of an X-band waveguide FEL with (a) being the 
dispersion curve ofTMOl mode; (b) the dispersion curve ofTEn mode_ 
3.2.2. Interaction Gain with Small Wiggler Field 
Energy exchange between the electron beam and the wave guide electromagnetic 
wave is governed by the energy conservation equation 
d&mc
2
) -e(E _ v )_ 
dt " 
(3-11) 
We consider only the lowest TM mode in a cylindrical waveguide, the TMol mode, 
and a planar wiggler of small magnitude (a w«I)_ In the one-dimensional limit, the 
longitudinal electric field of eq.(3-9) and the longitudinal electron velocity of eq.(3-6) 
can be used to reduce eq.(3-11) tor 16] 
d()mc 2 ) = 
dt 
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The energy exchange between the electron beam and the waveguide electromagnetic 
fields may be examined by considering the synchronism condition of eq.(3-1O). The 
third term on the right hand side of eq.(3-12) varies sinusoidally as a function of 
(2kwz+k,z-wt+rp), which may be approximated by [(2kw+k,-roIv,)z+rp]. When the FEL 
operation is closely under the synchronism condition of eq.(3-1O), [(2kw+k,-wiv,)z+rpj 
remains relatively unchanged throughout the electron passage through the wiggler 
magnet. As a result, the contribution of this third term to the energy exchange of 
eq.(3-11) is persistent. This term is therefore known as the resonant term. It is worth 
mentioning that for conventional waveguide FELs the resonant term is the only 
contribution term to the electron-wave interaction. On the other hand, application of 
the above analysis to the first and the second terms in eq.(3-12) suggests that they are 
both fast-changing as the electron beam travels down the waveguide. One can also 
understand that these first two terms are associated with the electron velocity 
components that are not in resonance with the waveguide electromagnetic wave and 
as such they are referred to as the non-resonant velocity components. For most free 
electron laser devices, these non-resonant velocity components are usually considered 
to have a negligible impact on the beam-wave interaction. However it should be noted 
that when X<<l the amplitude of the first non-resonant term, eEoc{3;;(j, is much large 
than that of the resonant term, eEoc{3zOx!2. It is therefore possible that the first non-
resonant term in eq.(3-12) may affect significantly the beam-wave interaction 
although the contribution of the second non-resonant term is likely to be negligible. 
To this end, the energy exchange between the electron beam and the waveguide mode 
must be considered from 
(3-13) 
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where a, = eEo I mcw, the approximation dtldz=lI{3", IS used as it IS commonly 
applied to the analysis of conventional FELs, and 
!'ik = 2kwz+k,z-wl {3,oc 
!'ik = k,z - w I (3,oc (3-14) 
are the resonant and non-resonant FEL detuning parameters respectively. Integrating 
eq.(3-13) directly over L yields the energy change of a single electron 
_ wa,xL sin(MLl2)cos(MLl2+1P) 
2c Ll2 
to the first order of the waveguide field. Using Madey's theorem[18] described in 
Chapter 2 that 
(3-15) 
with < .. . >p an average over the initial electron phase, the net energy change of the 
electron beam is obtained, to the second order of the waveguide field, as follows 
X [wa,L]2[ . di dsincx . _ dx dSincx] 
- -- smcx + smcx 
4 c ~ di ~ dx 
+~[wa,L]2[dX dsinc'x + X' dx dSinc 2x] 
4 c dy di 4 dy dx 
(3-16) 
where x = !'ikLI 2 and x = !'ikLl2 . Let Ps the propagating power of the TMoI mode, 
and it is given by[21] 
Pg (w/c}k, EgA,m ](2.4048) 
k' z I 
c 0 
Where Zo = ~).I.o / eo is the free-space impedance, i I (x) is the Bessel function of the 
first order, and with A,m = nb' 12 being the effective cross-sectional area of the TMol 
mode. On the other hand the power gain is defined by 
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Note that 
dx di wL l+a:, 
dy = dy = 2c ygf3;o . 
the interaction gain of eq.(3-17) is derived from eq.(3-16) as 
G G k; L {[dsinc'X X' dsinc' x] [ . dsincx . _ dSincxJ} = 0 -- + + X smcx + smcx ---
k, di 4 dx di dx 
where the cutoff wavenumber of the TMol mode and Go is given by 
(3-17) 
(3-18) 
(3-19) 
It is evident that the interaction gain is comprised of four terms. The first term is the 
non-resonant term, the second is the resonant term, and the remaining two terms are 
resulted from a coupling between the resonant and the non-resonant electron velocity 
components. Compared the gain formula for the conventional waveguide FELs, 
whose interaction gain is proportional to a: whereas the resonant term of the 
interaction gain in second harmonic wave guide FELs is proportional to a~. As a 
result the second harmonic waveguide FEL offers a greater scope for gain 
improvement through high wiggler magnetic field. 
3.2.3. Gain Formulation in Large Wiggler Field 
Eq.(3-18) suggests that second harmonic waveguide FELs have a much stronger 
dependence on the wiggler field with their small-signal gain proportional to B!. It is 
therefore preferable to operate second harmonic wave guide FELs with a strong 
wiggler field in order to enhance the interaction gain at a given electron beam current. 
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As a result, the previous gain formulation developed in the last section in the limit of 
small wiggler field needs to be reassessed and, if necessary, extended. It is 
conceivable that in a sufficiently large wiggler field the oscillatory component of the 
axial electron velocity is no longer in a linear proportion to B; and in general the 
electron trajectory becomes a significantly nonlinear function of the wiggler field. 
This complexity in the electron trajectory needs to be taken into account in any gain 
formulation of second harmonic waveguide FELs with a strong wiggler. In this 
section, the nonlinear dependence of electron trajectory upon the wiggler field is 
considered with a Taylor expansion of the axial electron velocity to the eighth order 
of the wiggler field. With the electron velocity formulated, Madey's theorem is 
employed to reformulate the small signal gain of second harmonic wave guide FELs. 
The first thing to do is to reassess the electron longitudinal velocity. In the 
small-signal regime, the influence of the waveguide fields on the electron velocity is 
much smaller than the wiggler field and so the longitudinal electron velocity, efl" is 
related to fl.L as follows 
where Yo is the initial relativistic factor of the electron beam. Alternatively 
(3-20) 
where /30 = ~I- (I + a:, )jy g . As the axial electron velocity is strongly dependent on 
the magnitude of the wiggler field, an approximation to the first order of a:" as 
employed previously, is no longer accurate at strong wiggler field. To this end, eq.(3-
20) is Taylor expanded to include higher order terms 
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where p = a:, / y g S~ . To detennine how many tenns to keep in the above equation, 
the maximum possible value of p needs to be estimated for second hannonic 
waveguide FELs and this in turn relates directly to the choice of the wiggler field. 
It should be noted that while a large wiggler field is desirable for a strong beam-
wave interaction at a given beam current it also reduces the longitudinal electron 
velocity through a reduction in So at eq.(3-20). This undennines the maximum 
electron energy reduction achievable for a strong radiation at a given frequency in 
second hannonic waveguide FELs. Therefore it is not always beneficial to increase 
the wiggler field as much as possible and in general the choice of the wiggler field is a 
compromise. Wiggler magnets used in most waveguide FELs typically have a period 
of a few centimetres and a peak on-axis field up to a few thousands Gausses [1]-[12]. 
If we consider an X-band second hannonic waveguide FEL, with an electron beam 
voltage of 95kV and a strong wiggler of BwO = 0.1431T and Aw = 3.8cm, the X-band 
FEL system generates strong radiation between 8GHz to 12GHz in a cylindrical 
waveguide of a radius b = 1.5875cm. In this case, So = 0.4439 and p = 0.4646. If the 
magnetic field of the wiggler is increased further, the electron energy needs to be 
increased accordingly to compensate for the reduction in the effective axial electron 
velocity (see eq.(3-5)) and to maintain strong FEL radiation over the same frequency 
range. For instance, in the X-band second hannonic waveguide FEL with small 
wiggler field, the electron-energy reduction compared with the conventional 
waveguide FEL with the same system parameters can be as high as (165-55)1165 = 
67%. However in the large wiggler cases as described above(x,=0.24), the electron-
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energy reduction is reduced to (165-95)/165 = 42%. These comparison results will be 
described in more details in the section 3.4. As a result the achievable high interaction 
gain by increasing the wiggler field is in line with the increment of the electron 
voltage. The effectiveness of the implementation of second harmonic wave guide 
FELs as a voltage reduction tool is therefore undermined. Thus p = 0.4646 '" 0.5 is 
perhaps close to what can be reasonably expected as its suitable value for microwave 
waveguide FELs. For second harmonic waveguide FELs operated at higher 
frequencies (millimetre to the far-infrared regions), shorter wiggler period or/and 
higher electron energy are required. These requirements imply respectively smaller aw 
or/and larger yJ SJ and as such the maximum possible value of p is likely to reduce to 
below 0.5. If the system parameters of the above X-band FEL system are considered 
as typical for microwave wave guide FELs, it is reasonable to assume, albeit 
somewhat arbitrarily, a general ceiling limit of p = 0.5 for second harmonic 
waveguide FELs operated at wavelengths from microwave to the far infrared. 
Substituting the ceiling value of p = 0.5 into eq.(3-21), we find that relevant 
coefficients are respectively p/2=25%, p2/S=3.13%, p3/16=0.7S%, and 
5p4/12S=0.24%. For higher-order terms (those p" terms with n > 4), their 
coefficients are significantly smaller than 0.24% and so the axial electron velocity is 
sufficiently accurate when expressed to the 4th order of p (the Sth order of the wiggler 
field). For our remaining analysis of second harmonic waveguide FELs, we will use 
the axial electron velocity in eq.(3-21) to the eighth order of the wiggler field (the 4th 
order of p). 
It is of interest to note that in eq.(3-21) the higher order terms of cos2kwz can be 
deduced, for instance 
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each of which may be considered to consist of a fundamental term, cos2kwz, and its 
harmonic terms such as cos4kwz, cos6kwz and cos8kwz. Thus eq.(3-21) becomes 
where /3zfJ is the average of /3" and X, > X, > X, > X,. Harmonic terms in the above 
equation, cos2nkwZ (n = 2, 3, 4), represent harmonic contents in the axial electron 
velocity, respectively at the 4th , 6th , and 8th harmonic of the wiggler magnet's spatial 
periodicity. Given that second harmonic waveguide FELs are normally designed to 
couple with the cos2kwz term of the electron velocity and that X, > X, > X, > X" the 
contribution of harmonic terms to the beam-wave interaction is likely to be much 
smaller than that of the nominal cos2kwz term. Thus the above equation reduces to 
(3-22) 
with /3,0 and X, given by 
/3 -' [1-J... 2 _~ 4] ,0 - /30 16 P 1024 P (3-23a) 
(3-23b) 
Eq.(3-22) is identical in format to eq.(3-6) although X, and /3zo are formulated more 
accurately in eqs.(3-23) than previously in eqs.(3-7) and (3-8). 
With the stable electron trajectory described in eqs.(3-3) and (3-22), the beam-
wave interaction and the consequent amplification of the wave guide fields can be 
derived from the energy conservation equation 
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d ( 2) -
- ymc = -eE . V . dt Z Z 
To this end, the energy exchange between the electron beam and the waveguide mode 
becomes: 
dy Xo 0Ja, f3 zo (2k k .) 0Ja, f3 zo (k ) 
-=------cos Z+ z-OJt+({J -----cos z-OJt+cp dz 2 c f3z W Z c f3, Z 
(3-24) 
It should be noted that t on the right hand side of the above equation is related to z via 
the axial electron velocity and the latter is usually a function of time. Thus an exact 
integral of the above equation is in general mathematically complicated and may not 
lead to an analytically convenient formula. To enable a simplified analytical 
integration, we consider the usual technique of approximating the z-t relation by 
means of the average axial electron velocity. For most waveguide FELs, this 
simplification is usually realized through the following approximation 
t= t dz =_z_ 
o cf3z cf3zo 
where f3zO is the average axial electron velocity given in eq.(3-23a) and L the wiggler 
length. However as the wiggler field is strong, the above approximation may not be 
sufficiently accurate. To assess this, the spatial integral in the above equation is 
calculated from Taylor expanding the reciprocal of eq.(3-20) to the 4th order of p to 
give 
~fLdz =(_1 )=~[1+~ 2+~ 4] do f3, f3, f3
0 
16 P 1024 P (3-25) 
where < ... > represents a spatial average. Comparison of the above equation with lIf3zO 
suggests that the average of 1/f3z is not analytically the same as 1/f3zO at large wiggler 
field. As an illustration, it can be shown that <lIf3z > is 2.3545 and lIf3zO is 2.2849 at p 
= 0.5. Although their difference is only about 3%, the FEL resonant condition is likely 
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to be considerably altered if the axial electron velocity is shifted by 3%. For this 
reason, eq.(3-25) is employed throughout our gain formulation. 
Substituting eq.(3-25) into eq.(3-24) gives 
dy Xo wa,(f3z0) Ak wa,(f3z0) Ak-
-=---- -- coSu z--- -- cOSu z. 
dz 2 c f3, c f3 z 
(3-26) 
where the resonant and non-resonant FEL de-tuning parameters are gi ven by 
Integrating eq.(3-26) directly over L yields the energy change of a single electron 
to the first order of the waveguide field. Using Madey's theorem[ 18], the second 
order of the waveguide field is given 
Xo [wa,L]2(f3 z0 )2[. dX dsinc.x . _ dx dSincx] 
- -- - SInCX + smcx 
4 c f3 z dy dX dy dx 
+.!.[wa,L]2(f3z0 )2[dX dsinc 2:X + X~ dx dSinc 2x] 
4 c f3 z dy dX 4 dy dx 
(3-27) 
the interaction gain of eq.(3-17) is deduced from eq.(3-27) to 
G G k; L {[dsinc
2
:X xg dsinc 2 x] [ . dsinc.x . - dSincxJ} (3 28) 
= 0-- +-. +Xo smcx· +SInCX· -
kz dX 4 dx dX dx 
The gain function is the same as eq.(3-18) apart from Go is given by 
(3-29) 
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where Zo = ~J.loIEo = 120n. The interaction gain formulated in eqs.(3-18) and (3-28) 
is very similar in terms of format. Their main difference lies in the formulation of X" 
.Bzo, and < 11 .Bz >. 
At the limit of p« 1, the small wiggler field approximation becomes valid and 
the interaction gain in eq.(3-28) can be shown to reduce to eq.(3-18). To illustrate 
quantitatively their difference at different wiggler fields, eq.(3-28) and eq.(3-18) are 
used to calculate the small signal gain of an X-band system of Aw = 3.8cm, L = !lAw, 
and 1= 20mA but for two different values of X" Xo = 0.02 (aw=O.I, p =0.04) and 
Xo = 0.1 ( aw=0.23, p = 0.22). 
As shown in Figure 3-3, the two gain formulas produce almost the same gain 
curve when the wiggler field is weak at Xo = 0.02 and the electron voltage is Eb = 
53.2keV. However when the wiggler field is increased to Xo = 0.1 with the electron 
voltage adjusted to Eb = 68keV, there is a significant difference and the previously 
formulated gain is no longer accurate. Eq.(3-28) is therefore applicable to a much 
wider range of the wiggler field. Also the above comparison suggests that while the 
interaction gain is increased by a factor of 5 in Figure 3-3(b) the electron energy 
required is also increased by (68/53.2-1) = 28%. Thus whereas second harmonic 
waveguide FELs are designed to operate at strong wiggler field for a large interaction 
gain, care must be exercised not to incur too large an increase in electron energy. 
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Figure 3-3: Small signal gain as a function offrequency calculated from eq.(14) (solid 
line) and [16] (dots) for (a) Xo = 0.02 (p = 0.04) and (b) Xo = 0.1 (p=0.22). 
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3.2.4. Effects of Non-Resonant Electron Velocity Components 
It is note that if the non-resonant terms are ignored, eq.(3-1S) is reduced to 
2 k 2 L d' 2 G =G Xo _'_. SInC X 
, 0 4 k dx 
, 
(3-30) 
To illustrate the effects of the non-resonant electron velocity component on the 
interaction gain, an X-band second harmonic waveguide FEL is studied with 
Eb=55keV, aw=0.12, Aw=3.Scm, L=ll).", b=3.175cm, 1=20mA, and /3z{l=0.423. 
These system parameters give X. = 0.0324 and p = 0.065. The interaction gain is 
calculated from both eq.(3-2S) and eq.(3-30), and the results are plotted as a function 
of frequency in Figure 3-3. It is clear from Figure 3-3 that the non-resonant electron 
velocity component has a significant impact on the interaction gain. At SGHz for 
instance, the interaction gain without the non-resonant terms is about 0.3% but with 
the non-resonant terms taken into account it becomes -0.1 %. This difference becomes 
even more significant around 7.42GHz at which the new formulation of eq.(3-2S) 
indicates a peak gain of 2.2% and our previous formulation of eq.(3-30) results in a 
gain of -0.3%. 
It is known that an electron interaction with a non-resonant electromagnetic 
wave leads to an alternating energy exchange between them. At a given frequency, 
this energy exchange lead to either amplification or absorption of the electromagnetic 
wave, depending on the electron phase in the electromagnetic wave. Such a non-
resonant interaction may be described by considering the beam-wave interaction in 
eq.(3-26) with its second term removed. It can be shown that this leads to 
-G k;L.dsinc 2x G
n
_ - 0 
, k di 
, 
(3-31) 
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Figure 3-4: Frequency dependence of the small signal gain for an X-hand second 
harmonic waveguide FEL amplifier at X. = 0.0324. 
It is worth noting that eq.(3-28) reduces to eq.(3-31) if its second, third, and 
fourth terms are set to zero. In Figure 3-5(a), the small signal gain of the non-resonant 
interaction, Gn" at 7.50Hz is plotted as a function of the interaction length for the 
example of Figure 3-4, together with the resonant interaction gain, G" calculated from 
eq.(3-30). It is shown that the non-resonant interaction gain is indeed fast oscillatory 
whereas the resonant interaction gain glows slowly. It can be shown from eq.(3-31) 
that the interaction length dependence of the non-resonant gain may be expressed as 
(3-32) 
and hence as z increases the gain curve is oscillatory with a linearly increasing 
envelope in Figure 3-5(a). Also under the resonant condition of eq.(3-1O), 
!:1kz = 2kwz and so there are approximately 2U?c.v = 22 full cycles of oscillation in 
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the gain curve of Figure 3-5(a). However the magnitude of the non-resonant 
interaction gain is much greater than that of the resonant interaction gain, and so the 
former dominates as indicated in Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-5(a). It should be noted that 
the non-resonant term in eq.(3-26) does not exist for free space free electron lasers. 
This is because at optical wavelengths the electromagnetic waves are of TEM mode 
and as such they do not have a longitudinal electric field component. 
The electron-wave interaction in second harmonic waveguide FELs is much 
more complex than an electron interaction with only a non-resonant electromagnetic 
wave described in eq.(3-31). As illustrated in eq.(3-28), it includes the non-resonant 
interaction (the first term), the resonant interaction (the second term), as well as their 
cross terms (the third and fourth terms). To demonstrate this more clearly, all terms in 
eq.(3-28) are considered for the example of Figure 3-4 and the resulting gain is then 
plotted as a function of the interaction length in Figure 3-5(b). 
It is clear that the presence of the two cross terms makes a significant impact on 
the interaction gain, lifting up the bulk of the gain curve into the positive gain region 
in Figure 3-5(b). This results in an increment of the interaction gain from its 
previously estimated value of eq.(3-30), and for the case of Figure 3-5 the increment 
factor can be as high as 10. In other words, Figures 3-4 and 3-5 illustrate that it is 
possible to manipulate the contribution of non-resonant terms in eq.(3-28) so as to 
maximise the interaction gain at a given frequency. This is desirable, particularly in 
view of the previously less accurate conclusion of low interaction gain for second 
harmonic waveguide FELs[l51. The new gain formulation suggests that it is possible 
to design a second harmonic waveguide FEL of comparable interaction gain to that of 
the corresponding conventional waveguide FEL operated at the fundamental 
frequency. 
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Figure 3-5: Interaction length dependence of gain calculated (a) from eq_(3-31) (solid 
line) and eq.(3-30) (dashed line); (b) from eq.(3-28)_ 
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Figure 3-6: Interaction length dependence of gain for a different X-band second 
harmonic waveguide FEL with at~=O,12_ 
The dominance of the non-resonance interaction gain results in a sensitive gain 
dependence on the interaction length as shown in Figure 3-5(b), This may not be 
desirable since an inaccuracy in the interaction length may lead to a sharp reduction of 
the eventual gain, It should be noted that an increased ~ parameter leads to an 
enhanced contribution of the resonant interaction through a proportional increment of 
the second term in eq,(3-28). As a result, the sensitivity of the interaction length 
dependence of the gain may be reduced proportionally and hence better controlled, To 
demonstrate this control capability, a different X-band second harmonic waveguide 
FEL is considered with Qw=0.24, Aw=3,8cm, L= llAw, I=20mA, /3",=0.428, X,=0.12, 
and p = 0.239. The interaction gain at 7.50Hz is plotted as a function of the 
interaction length in Figure 3-6. As it is seen in Figure 3-6, the magnitude of the fast 
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oscillatory non-resonant term in eq.(3-2S) is now proportionally less than that in 
Figure 3-5(b). Therefore the interaction length dependence on the interaction gain can 
be made less sensitive by increasing the X, parameter. 
It is established in the preceding section that the non-resonant electron velocity 
component leads to a sensitive gain dependence on the interaction length. Numerical 
calculation based on eq.(3-2S) suggests that the interaction length must be accurate to 
2.5% of one wiggler period so as to keep the interaction gain within 95% of its 
nominal value for the example of Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6. This is realistic for 
wiggler magnets whose period is in the centimetre range. 
~---.-----~-~~-- - -.~ ---~ -~~~-
Madey's theorem simplifies the mathematical processes to obtain the interaction 
gam of conventional free electron laser systems that rely on a strong coupling 
between the transverse electron velocity and the transverse electric field component of 
the radiation field[lS]. As shown in eq.(3-2S), Madey's theorem relates the net 
electron energy change at the second order of the radiation field to the electron energy 
change at the first order of the radiation field thus eliminating the need of direct 
formulation of the former. This is clearly mathematically efficient. However as 
Madey's theorem has yet to be established for second harmonic waveguide FELs, our 
gain formulation in the proceeding section is effectively based on an hypothesis. An 
independent gain formulation is therefore important gi ven that the significant 
difference in interaction behaviours between second harmonic waveguide FELs and 
their conventional counterparts. To calculate their interaction gain without recourse to 
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Madey's theorem, their electron energy change needs to be formulated directly to the 
second order of the waveguide field. Here we will employ perturbation theory[191. 
Under the combined field of the wiggler magnet and the TMol mode, the 
electron trajectory is described by its equation of motion 
In the one-dimensional limit and with eqs.(3-2) and (3-3), the above equation reduces 
to 
(3-33) 
Electron energy change is described by eq.(3-24), which may be rewritten as 
dy = -roa . f3 -0 [& cos </J + cos;P] dt ,. 2 (3-34) 
where;P = k z Z - rot + ((J is the phase of the TMol mode, and </J = (2kw + kJz - rot + ((J 
is the phase of the ponderomotive potential associated with the desired coupling 
between Ez of the TMol mode and the cos 2kwz component of the axial electron 
velocity in second harmonic waveguide FELs. It is shown in eq.(3-34) that the 
electron energy change consists of two terms. The first term on the right hand side of 
eq.(3-34) represents the preferred beam-wave interaction at the second harmonic of 
the wiggler's periodicity. System parameters are usually chosen such that </J remains 
relatively unchanged during the electron passage through the wiggler magnet. As a 
result, electrons are kept decelerated in the ponderomotive potential and this first term 
in eq.(3-34) makes an accumulatively significant and dominating contribution to the 
net electron energy change. On the other hand, the second term on the right hand side 
of eq.(3-34) represents the electron interaction with the waveguide field in the 
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absence of the wiggler magnet. Since it is impossible to synchronise the electron 
beam and the wave guide field without the wiggler in a smoothbore waveguide, <P 
varies quickly and so the cos<P term oscillates rapidly between its positive and 
negative bounds as the electron beam transverses through the wiggler magnet. As a 
result, electrons gain energy from and loss energy to the waveguide fields 
alternatively and the total net energy exchange through this second term is likely to be 
very small. As highlighted in [16] however, it is important to include this second term 
in our gain formulation. 
To describe the beam-wave interaction In the ponderomoti ve potential, we 
employ the technique used in[l9] and consider the second time derivative of <1> 
(p == d
2
<1> = (2k k )cd/3, 2 w + z . dt dt 
df3z I dt is obtained from substituting eq.(3-34) into eq.(3-33) 
df3, = 
dt 
and so 
1 13 2 
- '13 wa Xo cos<ll 
rf3, ,0 '2 
.. 2 -2"'" 
<1>=-Q cos<1>-Q cos<1>-msin2kwZ 
where respecti vel y the parameters are 
Q2 1- /3; (2kw + k, :p>a,CXo --/3,0 
2y/3, 
~ (2kw + k, :p>a,CXo 1 + a3;, (_1 )/3,0 2y /3, 
-2 1- /3; Q (2kw +k')-fJ-/3,owa,c 
~ , 
= 
2Q2 
Xo 
m = 
a;,c2 kw (2kw + k,) 
y2 
(3-35) 
(3-36) 
(3-37) 
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Eq.(3-36) is the pendulum equation of electrons in the ponderomoti ve potential. It is 
of interest to note the second and third terms on the right hand side of eq.(3-36) which 
describe respectively the individual influence of the waveguide field and the wiggler 
magnet. Since these two terms are absent in the pendulum equation for conventional 
FELs[19], the solution of eq.(3-36) is likely to be more complex and the electron 
energy exchange with the radiation field is likely to contain significantly new features 
in second harmonic waveguide FELs. 
Comparing eq.(3-34) with eq.(3-36), we find that 
(3-38) 
or alternatively in a more useful format of 
(3-39) 
To integrate the above equation, we assume that f\ /y(l- fJ;) is approximately 
constant and at the exit of the wiggler this integration gives 
(3-40) 
where the second term in eq.(3-39) has been integrated to zero and <i> '" d([J / dt . As 
<i>(o) = (Zkw +k,)v,(O)-w '" Llw (3-41 ) 
eq.(3-40) becomes 
(3-4Z) 
Thus ll.yand hence the interaction gain can be formulated when <i>(t) is known. The 
formulation of <i>(t) may be obtained from eq.(3-36), which may be rewritten as 
(3-43) 
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when the following relation is used 
In general the solution of eq.(3-43) for <p(t) requires elliptical integrals and the 
relevant mathematical formulation is rather complex. This is particularly so when the 
radiation field is large and its influence on the z-t relationship has to be included in the 
expression of <P and ;p in eq.(3-43). In the small signal regime however, the phase of 
the ponderomotive potential may be considered to be determined predominately by 
the stable electron trajectory of eqs.(3-3) and (3-22) with the influence of the radiation 
field treated as small perturbations. Therefore <P may be Taylor expanded to different 
orders of the radiation field, or more conveniently that of d as follows 
where <Po QC (Q2 r and <Po QC (Q2 r with n = 1,2,3, .... Thus <P can be expressed as 
.. .. .. .. 
<P = <Po + <PI + <P2 + ... (3-44) 
Noting that 
cos<P = cos <Po - sin <Po sin <PI -sin <Po sin <P2 + .. . 
sin <P = sin <Po + cos <Po sin <PI + cos <Po sin <P2 + .. . 
(3-45) 
eq.(3-43) then reduces to 
<P ~ l-Q2 cos 2kwz - Q21cos <Po - sin <Po sin <PI) 
- Q2 (sin <Po + cos <Po sin <PI )sin 2kwz - m sin 2kwz 
(3-46) 
Substituting eq.(3-44) into the left hand side of eq.(3-46) gives 
<Po -msin2kwZ 
<PI = 
<P2 = 
2 -2 -2 
-Q cos<Po -Q cos 2kwZcos <Po -Q sin2kwzsin<Po 
Q2 sin <Po sin <PI 
(3-47) 
+ Q2 cos 2kwz sin <Po sin <PI - Q2 sin 2kwz cos <Po sin <PI 
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So the solution of eq.(3-43) can be obtained by solving the above three equations. 
Since 
d
2
</JO = dz ~[d</Jo] = cfJ ~[d</Jo] 
dt 2 dt dz dt 'dz dt 
(3-48) 
the first equation of eq.(3-47) becomes 
d [d</Jo] a:,kwc(2kw + k,)( 1 ) . 
- -- = - sm2k z 
2 fJ w dz dt y , (3-49) 
where (1/ f3,) has been replaced by (11 f3z), as an approximation, to permit a direct 
integral of eq.(3-49). With the initial condition specified in eq.(3-41), we have 
__ 0 = w, ; , _ (l-cos2kwz)+Llw . d</J a
2 
c(2k +k )( 1 ) 
dt 2y fJ, 
Note that from the above equation <Po = Ll W at z = L. Again we use (1/ f3,) to 
approximate (1/ f3z) to obtain the integral of the above equation with respect to z as 
(3-50) 
From eq.(3-41), the first two terms on the right hand side of eq.(3-50) becomes 
Llwz ( 1 ) 
-- -- -
c fJ, 
2 / 2 - 2 where p = a
w
, Yof3o has been used. From eq.(3-22), eq.(2-18), and eq.(3-25), we 
have 
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Hence in eq.(3-50) 
and eq.(3-50) becomes 
The first term in the above equation describes the desired phase evolution of the 
ponderomotive potential whereas the second term represents a small correction. The 
latter describes detailed features of the electron trajectory that are not included in the 
simplified z-t relationship of t = z(1I {3z)1 c. As this second term oscillates between 
its positive and negative bounds, its accumulated effects are likely to very small 
indeed. Mathematically on the other hand, its inclusion in eq(3-50) makes it 
analytically difficult to progress our gain formulation. From the above two 
considerations, we ignore this second term as an approximation. Note that <1>0(0)= ({J, 
the above equation becomes 
(3-51) 
The second equation in eq.(3-47) may be re-written as 
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(3-52) 
Substituting eq(3-51) into eq(3-52) and subsequently integrating the latter give 
d<P I =_ Q)_1 )[sin(Llkz+rp)-sinrp]- Q2 I_I )[sin(Llkz+ rp)-sinrp] (3-53) 
dt cC>.k \/3, cC>.k \/3, 
where the initial condition of <PI (0) = 0 and the relationship of C>.k = C>.k - 2kw have 
been used. It should be mentioned also that (11 {3z) is again replaced by (11 {3z) in 
the integral from eq.(3-52) to eq.(3-53), similar to the technique used in arriving at 
eq.(3-49). By using its initial condition of <PI (0)= 0, <PI (z)is obtained from eq.(3-53) 
as 
<Plz) = _[ Q_]2 I_I )2 [cosrp -cos(C>.kz + rp)_ C>.kz sin rp ] 
cC>.k \/3, 
_ [~]2 I_I )' [cos rp _ cos(c>'kz + rp ) _ C>.kz sin rp ] 
cC>.k \/3, 
Similar to eq.(3-52), the third equation of eq.(3-47) may be rewritten as 
where sin <PI '" <PI has been approximated. With eq.(3-54), eq.(3-55) becomes 
d<P, = Q2 I_I )r'<pI sin(c>'kz+rp~z+!£I_l )r'<pI sin(C>.kz+rp)dz . 
dt c \/3, Jo c \/3, Jo 
(3-54) 
(3-55) 
(3-56) 
Further formulation of the above equation involves the use of eq.(3-54) and in 
principle this leads to the formulation of the energy change of a single electron to the 
second order of the waveguide fields. The overall energy change of the electron beam 
can then be obtained from an average over the electrons' initial phase. Mathematically 
however it is more efficient to perform the electron phase average to eq.(3-56) 
directly before the spatial integrals in eq.(3-56) are formulated. To relate this to the 
net energy change of the electron beam, we note that from eq.(3-42) 
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1 'f' _ waJ3,oXo ~ .) ( .) ( . ) ] 27C !!.ydrp - 2Q' l\ <Po p + <PI P + <P2 p + ... -!!.w 
o 
where < .. . >p represents an average over the initial electron phase and 
(<Po) p = 
(<PI)p = 
1 1,2, 
- !!.wd rp = !!.W 27C 0 
_ Q2 _ I_I )1," [sin (!!.kz + rp)- sin qJ ~rp 
27CC!!.k \ 13, 0 
- - 1, [sin(!!.kz + qJ)- sin qJ}lrp = 0 Q2 \ 1 ) ,. 
27CC!!.k 13, 0 
Letting A = Q(lIf3JI c!!.k and A = Q(lIf3,)/c!!.k, we have from eq.(3-56) 
(<p')p = Q2 I_I )r'dZ 27CC \13, Jo r dqJ~;P [cosqJ - cos (!!.kz + qJ)- !!.kzsin rp] 
- A2[COSqJ -cos(!!.kz +qJ )-!!.kz sin rp ]~in(!!.kz + qJ) 
r dqJ0 2 [cosqJ - cos(!!.kz + qJ)- !!.kzsin rp] 
- A2[COSrp - cos(!!.kz +qJ )-!!.kz sin rp ]~in(!!.kz + qJ) 
(3-57) 
after eq.(3-54) has been substituted into eq.(3-56), Phase integral of the above leads to 
(<P2) p 
+ Q2 1_1) 
c \13, 
J: dz { ~' [!!.k z cos!!.k z - si n !!.k z] 
+ A
2
' [sin(!!.k -!!.k)z + !!.kz cos !!.kz - sin (!!.kz )]} 
, {A2 fo dz 2[!!.kzcos!!.kz-sin!!.kz] 
+ ~2 [sin(!!.k-!!.k)z+!!.kZCOS!!.kz-sin(!!.kz)]} 
With the spatial integrals from z = 0 to Z = L, the above equation reduces to 
Q4(!::...)3 I_I )3[~ Sin: x + 4 d Si~: x] 
2c \13, dx x X~ dX x-
+ 2Q 4 (!::...)3 I ~)3 sin x [~ si~ x + CO~ X _ sin_x] 
Xo 2c \13, x dX x x xx 
+ 2Q4 (!::...)3 I_I )3 si~ x [~ sin x + ~ _ sin_x] 
Xo 2c \13, x dx x x xx 
(3-58) 
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Hence from eq.(3-57) 
( ,1 ) = XoQ'wa, (..!::..-)3(_1 )3[.!!...- sin' x + 4 d sin' x +~f(xx)] (3-59) y, p 2 2 fJ dx' '.r:-e -2 • c, x Xo £u X Xo 
where 
x x --- ----+----- +-- ----+-----f( _)_Sinx[d sinx cosx sinx] sinx[d sinx cosx sinx] 
, xclix x xX xdxx x xX 
Consequently 
~(wa.,L)2(_1 )4 1 + a:, (2k k) f3' 
S f3 3 w+,L,o c , Yo 
[ 
d sin' x X; d sin' x Xo f( -)] 
X +----+- xx 
cIi x' 4 dx x' 2 ' 
(3-60) 
By substituting eq.(3-60) into eq.(3-17), we obtain the following small signal gain 
G = p 
1 Z ~ L c(2kw +k,) _1_ l+aw, k,L f3: [ ] 2· ()4' 2SJ;'(2.404S) ° mc' A,m W f3, Y~ k, ,0 
X +----+- xx [ 
d sin 2 x X; d sin' x Xo f( _)] 
cIi x' 4 dx x' 2 ' 
(3-61) 
It is worth emphasising that the small signal gain in second harmonic waveguide 
FELs formulated in eq.(3-61) is derived from a direct solution of their pendulum 
equation using a perturbation theory to the second order of the radiation field. Its 
format is very similar to that derived from Madey's theory in eq.(3-2S). However they 
are not identical with a noticeable difference between f(x,x)and the last term in 
eq.(3-2S) as well as differences in the gain coefficient. To see this quantitatively, we 
consider an X-band second harmonic waveguide FEL with Eh = 95kV , 
Bwo = 0.1431T. Aw = 3.Scm, L = llAw' I = 20mA, and p = 0.4646. Interaction 
gains calculated with eq.(3-2S) and (3-61) are plotted as a function of frequency in 
Figure 3-7. It is clearly shown that these two gain curves are in an excellent 
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agreement. Further numerical calculations for cases with larger wiggler fields (with p 
= 0.5 - 0.8) result in a similar agreement. These numerical studies suggest that 
Madey's theorem is indeed applicable to second harmonic waveguide FELs even 
though their beam-wave interaction is much more complex than that of their 
conventional counterparts. 
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Figure 3-7: Small signal gain of an X-band second harmonic waveguide FEL 
calculated using Madey's theorem (dots) and using the perturbation theory 
(solid line) at p = 0.46. 
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As being well studied in terms of resonant and non-resonant contribution, the 
interaction gain of second harmonic waveguide FELs can be easily resolved at a given 
frequency by the analytical formulas. Determined by the longitudinal interaction 
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within the resonant condition, second hannonic waveguide FELs are in theory 
required less electron energy for the radiation at a given frequency as compared with 
conventional waveguide FELs. Therefore it is of interest to study the energy saving 
aspect of second hannonic wave guide FELs would provide. For conventional 
waveguide FELs, the model developed in Chapter 2 is used for evaluating the 
interaction gain. 
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Figure 3-8: Small signal gain for an X-band second harmonic wave guide FEL 
amplifier at Eb = 51.8 keY with X,=O.008(solid line) and its conventional 
counterpart at Eb = 165ke V (dots) 
In small signal regime with small wiggler field strength, an X-band 
conventional waveguide FEL is studied first with aw = 0.06, Aw = 3.8cm, L = I lAw, I 
= 100mA, and Eb = 165 keY. Its interaction region is constructed from a standard X-
band rectangular waveguide having an internal cross-sectional area of 2.286cm x 
1.016cm. The interaction gain of the conventional waveguide FEL is plotted against 
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frequency m 'Figure 3"8.together with :that· 'of ·a· . comparable second: harmonic 
waveguide FEL. having .. an:identicitl ·set· of·system.:parametersexcepta.'much.lower. 
electron energy ofEb. = 5L8' keV·asit is determmed·by ,the ',resonant condition: The 
,electron velocity:parameter Xo=0;008 ·mdicatesthat resonant contribution to ,the ,beam-
wave-mteraction- gamof second'harmonic waveguide- FEL .is small· due' to the 
relationship in . proportion . to xg:However 'in :thiscase the interaction gain- ,is 
. comprised"of -important:'contriliution from non-resonant"mteraction gam 'and ·its. 
coupling:·withthe·resonant·gam·such·thatits'much·greater·than·the·resonant·gitm. 
'Electron voltage Eb(kV) 5L8. 165 
. Electron.currentl-(mA} 100 100 
Wiggler-field'strength: a,., 0;06 -0;06 
3:8: 3,8 
.peakinteractioD'_gain:(% J ,t? 
-Bandwidth ;of :iilteraction 
gain (GBz) 
Table J..:1! Key features comparison' between· anX-band'second'hannonic waveguide 
FEL(narrow'bani:lwii:lth)ani:l'its conventional:counterpart; 
It is shown·iIi Figure J-4l ·that·themteraction gamof'thesecond'harmonic :FEL is 
-significantly-higher ·thanthat of its· conventional' counterpart. At electron .energy· of 
. 5L8keV, .. ,sigriificantamplification·cif the'TMo I mode' is'seen from. 7 .56Hz· to : 8. 76Hz 
with a peak.gamof4;7% at7:65GHz m the second:harmonic waveguide,FEL,For,the 
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conventional waveguide FEL on the other hand, the required electron energy needs to 
be at least 165keV to achieve positive gain at X-band frequencies and as shown in 
Figure 3-8 its peak gain is also lower at 0.7% around 8.00Hz. The peak gain of the 
second harmonic waveguide FEL is therefore 4.7/0.7 = 6.7 times the peak gain of the 
conventional waveguide FEL, albeit at a slightly different frequency. Yet this 
significant gain improvement is achieved at a much lower electron energy of 51.8keV, 
less than one third of what is needed for the conventional wave guide FEL. For a 
clearer picture of the effect of the second harmonic waveguide FEL, the key 
parameters for these two X-band waveguide FELs are summarized in Table 3-1. As a 
consequence it draws a conclusion that second harmonic waveguide FELs is capable 
of achieving a greater interaction gain with lower electron beam energy. 
4,-------,-------,------.-------.-------.-------, 
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Figure 3-9: Small signal interaction gain for a second harmonic waveguide FEL 
amplifier at Eb =120 keY with x,=O.008 (solid line) and a conventional 
wave guide FEL at Eb = 165ke V (dots) 
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Also indicated in Figure 3-8 is that the positive gain bandwidth in the second 
harmonic waveguide FEL is not as large as that in the conventional wave guide FEL. 
In the case of Figure 3-8, the gain bandwidth of the second harmonic wave guide FEL 
is 10Hz from 7.50Hz to 8.50Hz whereas the bandwidth in the conventional 
waveguide FEL is 2.40Hz from 7.60Hz to 10.0 OHz. However the second harmonic 
waveguide FEL of Figure 3-8 is designed for the requirement at low electron energy 
but producing high interaction gain. It can be redesigned alternatively for a greater 
bandwidth by adjusting the electron energy and the wiggler period. This is illustrated 
by considering a new second harmonic waveguide FEL with aw = 0.09. Aw = 6cm. L = 
7Aw. d = 3.175cm, 1= 100 mA, and Eb = 120keV. It should be mentioned that the 
length of the main wiggler section remains approximately the same as that in Figure 
3-8. As illustrated in Figure 3-9, the bandwidth of the new second harmonic 
waveguide FEL is increased to 20Hz, between 7.90Hz and 9.960Hz, with a peak 
gain of 1.7% at 8.30Hz. The penalty is however an increase in the required electron 
energy and a reduction in the interaction gain. For a details comparison, the key 
system parameters for these two X-band waveguide FELs are summarized in Table 3-
2. The two numerical examples presented in Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-9 suggest that it 
is possible to adjust wiggler and electron beam parameters to achieve either a high 
gain or a wide band operation of second harmonic wave guide FELs. Nevertheless, in 
both of these cases electron energy of second harmonic waveguide FELs is effectively 
reduced in comparison with conventional waveguide FELs with the same system 
parameters. 
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Electron voltage Eb(kV) 120 165-
ElectroncurrentI(mA)' 100 lOO 
Wiggler. field strength a .. 0:09 0:09 
Wiggler period A.". (cm) . 6 3,g 
Peak interaction gain(%) 1.7 0,9 
-BandwidthoC'interaction 2:4 
:gain(GHz) . 
Table 3:-2: Key features comparison between ariX-baridsecond'hannoriic waveguide 
'FEL '(broad 'bandwidth) and its. conventional counterpart. 
Conclusion 
lit this chapter, the longitudiiuil interaction . mechanism was studiedfor.·a EEL 
amplifier with· a circular· waveguide and~ a.planar wiggler magnet. Non-resonant 
. electron. velocity components are considered ·for resriltingsecondharmoriic 
waveguideFELs based on such alongitudinalointeraction mechanism: It'is shown that 
this non-resonant ,electrontrajectory·.component,resuitsID'a non-resonantintemction 
. of electrons with ·the waveguidemode. Its demonstmted significance suggests that for 
."these ·novel. waveguide,jree,·electron.·lasers it is. important to' consider ·non-resonance 
based intemctionmechanisms in, addition to' the usual resonance based 'interaction 
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mechanism. This non-resonant interaction affects considerably the interaction gain 
and may be used to maximise the interaction gain. 
As a novel beam-wave interaction configuration to reduce the electron energy 
necessary for radiation at a given frequency, second harmonic waveguide FELs have 
been studied in this contribution with and without Madey's theorem. In order to 
maximise their interaction gain at a given electron beam current, it is advantageous to 
operate second harmonic waveguide FELs with a strong wiggler field. To this end, the 
axial electron velocity was Taylor expanded to the eighth order of the wiggler field to 
capture accurately the highly nonlinear dependence of electron trajectory upon the 
wiggler field. Madey's theorem was then assumed and used to formulate the small 
signal gain, and numerical examples were subsequently used to demonstrate the 
applicability of the resulted gain formula to a very wide parametric range of wiggler 
magnets. On the other hand, it was noted that Madey's theorem had not been 
established for second harmonic wave guide FELs whose interaction behaviours are 
considerably different from that of conventional waveguide FELs. To address this, an 
independent gain formulation was developed by solving the pendulum equation of 
second harmonic waveguide FELs with a perturbation treatment. With necessary 
accounts of strong wiggler fields in a number of derivation steps, the small signal gain 
was again formulated but without recourse to Madey's theorem. While this second 
gain formula is not analytically identical to that derived from Madey's theorem, 
numerical examples were used to show that they agree with each other over a wide 
range of the wiggler field as well as other system parameters. Effectively this 
validates the applicability of Madey' s theorem to second harmonic waveguide FELs. 
It was also shown that the choice of the wiggler field is a compromise between a 
large interaction gain and a significant electron energy reduction. Therefore the 
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implementation of second harmonic waveguide FELs in future designs of compact 
waveguide FEL systems is likely to be influenced by specific application constraints. 
To minimise the electron energy and the cost of the overall FEL system, other 
electron energy reduction techniques need to be considered in parallel and assessed 
against each other. Examples of these techniques include a similar but different 
second harmonic scheme based on a transverse beam-wave interaction achieved in a 
rectangular waveguide[l4], a radio-frequency modulation based harmonic generation 
scheme[7], and a nonlinear harmonic generation scheme[20]. It is conceivable that the 
individual development of these novel harmonic generation techniques will 
collectively lead to an economically important reduction in the electron energy and 
hence in the capital cost of compact wave guide FELs. 
The comparison was established between second harmonic waveguide FELs 
and the conventional waveguide FELs. It was shown that second harmonic waveguide 
FELs are capable of producing much higher interaction gain with lower electron 
energy required than those of the conventional waveguide FELs. However the 
generation of high interaction gain with low electron energy results in narrower 
frequency bandwidth for operation. Further study shows that increasing the wiggler 
period and the electron energy can broaden the bandwidth. 
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4 
Effects of Large Wiggler Field on Linear Gain 
'4.1. Introduction 
It has been established that it is advantageous to operate second harmonic 
waveguide FELs with a strong magnetic wiggler because of their gain dependence 
upon Bw2• As the wiggler field increases, the deviation of the electron trajectory from 
its approximated sinusoidal variation becomes more and more significant and this 
would affect the accuracy of the gain formulation developed in the previous chapter if 
the wiggler field is above a certain critical level. Specifically it is worth noting that in 
the gain formulation in Chapter 3 the phase of the ponderomotive potential, 
tJ> =(2kw+k,)z-wt+tjJ, was approximated as tJ> =[2kw+kz-w <l/cfJ,> ]z+tjJ. With a large 
wiggler field, the oscillatory terms in the axial velocity of the electron beam (see 
eq.(4.1» may considerably alter the value of the ponderomotive phase. This can in 
turn influence directly the extent of electron bunching and as such impact on the FEL 
gain. It should be noted that in conventional waveguide FELs the wiggler field is 
usually modest such that the approximation t- z <lIcfJ;> in the ponderomotive phase 
is often reasonably accurate. Therefore the effects of large wiggler field on linear FEL 
amplification have not been studied in great details in the past. 
It is also conceivable that in a strong wiggler field the proportionally large 
oscillatory velocity components may cause the electron trajectory to become more 
susceptible to variations in some of the key system parameters, such as initial energy 
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spread of the electron energy around the nominal electron energy and wiggler field 
variation from one wiggler period to another due to error or tolerance in the 
construction of the wiggler magnet. It is therefore important to see how sensitively 
the linear gain of second harmonic waveguide FELs may depend on variations in 
these system parameters. Given that our objective here is to illustrate a generic trend 
of the gain dependence on these parameters rather than to arrive at specific design 
suggestions, we will focus on energy spread effects. For imperfection in other system 
parameters such as wiggler field, we expect a similar gain degradation trend. 
As it will be shown in section 4.2, it is both difficult and ineffective to 
analytically capture the effects of large wiggler field on the interaction gain. To this 
end, we approach this by developing a simple numerical model and its PC code to 
simulate the interaction of an electron beam and its amplifying radiation field in the 
second harmonic waveguide FEL configuration. This would also offer a solution to 
the need to evaluate the effects of energy spread. 
r--' --_.- --- -- . --~ - --'- ,_.,. - _.- - --- ,--- ---- ----- ~--.- -' -- ---
4.2. A Simple Numerical Model . 
---. ---- ----
In the small-signal analysis of second harmonic waveguide FELs, the axial 
electron velocity was Taylor expanded to the eighth order of the wiggler field that 
(4-1) 
where 
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In the linear gain formulation in the previous chapter, eq.(4-1) has been used in all 
aspects but the evaluation of the ponderomotive phase. In this approximated 
treatment, the time-space relationship in the ponderomotive phase was replaced by 
that with the axial electron velocity assumed to be constant at the value of the 
averaged axial electron velocity. Mathematically this treatment leads to the following 
approximation of the resonant and non-resonant FEL detuning parameters x and x 
(4-2) 
(4-3) 
where 
(4-4) 
It is important to note that in the ponderomotive phase of <P = (2kw+kz)z-wt+1/J is in 
general a function of both the location and the time of the electrons. To examine this 
accurately through numerical computation, we will develop a numerical code for 
second harmonic waveguide FELs based on a simply computer code developed 
recently for conventional waveguide FELs[2]. 
In the numerical model, the magnitude of the radiation field is assumed to 
remain constant during one single passage of the electron beam through the 
interaction region[2]. This is none self-consistent treatment but nevertheless adequate 
for compact waveguide FELs driven by low current electron beams[3]-[9] for which 
the space charge effects are not important[3]-[13]. Similar to other FEL devices, the 
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electron dynamics in second harmonic waveguide FELs are governed by the energy 
conservation equation and the relativistic Newton-Lorentz equations 
d(}mc
2
) = -e(E. v). 
dt 
where E is the electric field component of the electron producing radiation, and jj is 
the combined magnetic field of both the wiggler magnet and the propagating radiation 
wave. As beam-wave interactions in compact waveguide FELs are generally weak, it 
is usually adequate to approximate both E and B with their on-axis 
components[3][4]. For the TMol mode in a cylindrical waveguide, the electric field 
has only one on-axis component 
(4-5) 
Similarly the wiggler field is also approximated by its on-axis expression of 
(4-6) 
Therefore one can obtain the following numerical equations for second harmonic 
wave guide FELs in the one-dimensional limit 
(4-7) 
(4-8) 
The input power of the radiation field is determined by the propagating power of the 
waveguide mode under consideration. At the exit of the wiggler magnet, the energy 
change of each electron, L1~IlC2 , is calculated from its interaction with the combined 
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field of the wiggler magnet and the waveguide mode. Specifically to evaluate the 
energy exchange for individual electrons, we substitute eq.(4-5) into eq.(4-7) to give 
(4-9) 
where t can be determined by 
dt 1 (4-10) -=--
dz ef3, 
and f3, is evaluated from substituting eqs.(4-5) and (4-6) into eq.(4-S) to yield 
dz 
(4-11) df3, --= 
Here a, = eEo / meW is the dimensionless field strength of the TMol mode. Choosing 
the electron spatial location, z, as the independent variable, we reduce eq.( 4-9) to 
dy =_ wu, cos[(k,z-wt)+IP). 
dz e 
(4-12) 
In our numerical code, eqs.(4-1O), (4-11) and (4-12) are solved simultaneously using a 
fourth order Runge-Kutta-Gill algorithm for electrons with a uniform distribution over 
one radiation wavelength at the wiggler entrance[21. For the TMol mode in cylindrical 
waveguides, the input power of the radiation field may be determined by its 
propagating power as follows 
p = (w/e)k, EgA,m /(2.404S) 
g k' z I 
, 0 
(4-13) 
where kc is the cut-off wavenumber of the TMOl mode. At the exit of the wiggler 
magnet, different electrons have different energy changes, t1y nme2, due to the 
difference in their initial phases in the radiation field. Hence the net energy change is 
the average of energy changes for all electrons, <:En (t1Yn) > me2, with < ... > 
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representing an average over initial electron phases. Consequently the interaction gain 
can be obtained from the power gain formula 
G = _--'-( Ll_y"--)m_c_2 I-,/I,--,el 
P , 
g 
where (Lly) = (L,LlyJln with n being the number of electrons in the electron beam. 
For all numerical examples with monochromatic electron beams in this study, 32 
computational charged particles per radiation wavelength were found to be adequate 
to describe the beam-wave interaction. Hence the numerical interaction gain is 
32 
- A~>y,mc2I1lel 
G, = ---"'"=::.,,-----
Pg 
(4-14) 
It is of interest to mention that the run time of our numerical simulation is typically 
less than one minute on a Pentium PC with 700MHz and 128 RAM. Based on this 
numerical model, the electron interaction with the fields of TMOI mode in a strong 
wiggler field can be modelled. To see how the oscillatory component of the axial 
electron velocity may affect the interaction, we consider a numerical example of an 
X-band second harmonic waveguide FEL and compare its interaction gain calculated 
numerically with eq.(4-14), which includes the effect of the oscillatory velocity 
component, and that calculated analytically with 
G = p _ 1 [z ~] L2 c(2kw + k,) (_1_)4 1 + a:, k: L f32 
.2 ( ) 0 2 A f3 3 k ,0 8J, 2.4048 mc ,m Q) ,Yo, 
x ---+----+- X X [ 
d sin 2; xg d sin 2 x Xo f( _)] 
dX;2 4 dx X2 2 ' 
(4-15) 
This is reproduced from eq.(3-61) without accounting for the effects of the oscillatory 
velocity component (the second term on the right hand side of eq.(4.1)). The key 
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parameters of this X-band FEL are d=3.175cm. aw=O.036. Aw=3.8cm. L=llAw, 
and Pg «10 W (to keep in the small signal regime). 
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Figure 4-1: Frequency dependence of the small signal gain for an X-band second harmonic 
waveguide FEL amplifier, calculated analytically (dots) and numerically (solid 
curve), with (a) )(0 = 0.02 and (b»)(o = 0.24. 
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Small signal gains computed using these two different methods are plotted in 
Figure 4-1a where the interaction gain is shown to be positive from 7.320Hz to 
8.230Hz with a peak value of 0.6% when an electron beam of Eb=51keV and 
I=20mA is employed. It is evident that the numerical solution is in an excellent 
agreement with the analytical solution in a case where the wiggler field is weak (Xo = 
0.02). Effectively this validates our numerical model. To repeat this gain comparison 
for cases with strong wiggler fields, a similar X-band second harmonic waveguide 
FELs is considered with the same set of system parameters apart from Eb=95ke V and 
Bwo = 0.1431T . This corresponds to Xo = 0.24, close to its maximum possible value 
for second harmonic waveguide FELs suggested in the previous chapter. The results 
are shown in Figure 4-1 b in which both the analytical and numerical gains have the 
very similar frequency dependence with a bandwidth of strong radiation between 
7.40Hz to 9.10Hz although their peak gains clearly differ. This suggests that the 
approximated time-space relationship does not seem to compromise the accuracy of 
the frequency dependence of the interaction gain. However it does underestimate the 
maximum achievable gain, probably due to its inability to capture accurately the 
electron bunching that is directly related to the level of the interaction gain. 
To probe these issues further, we note that both gain curves in Figure 4-1b reach 
their corresponding peak values, their minimum values, and their zero-points all at the 
same frequencies. This suggests that in both gain calculations the electron beam line 
is made to intersect with the dispersion curve of the TMol mode at the exactly same 
frequency points in the dispersion diagram. Since the slope of the electron beam line 
is the effective longitudinal velocity, the very similar frequency dependence of the 
analytical and numerical gains suggests that the average axial electron velocity of 
eq.(4-4) used in the analytical gain formulation is accurate. In other words, the 
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formulation of the effective axial electron velocity is not responsible for the difference 
in the peak gain in Figure 4-1b. It is noted that the time-space relationship in the 
ponderomotive phase of eq.(4-2) is in general a function of electron position 
and the above is likel y to be dependent upon the oscillatory component of the axial 
electron velocity. In the numerical computation, detailed features of the axial electron 
velocity are fully included and implemented in the ponderomotive phase. Thus the 
numerically computed interaction gain is likely to capture the full impact of detailed 
electron velocity on electron bunching and hence on the interaction gain. In the 
analytical gain formulation however eq.(4-1O) is approximated by 
(4-16) 
As a hypothesis, the above approximation is responsible for the underestimated gain 
in eq.(4-1S) shown in Figure 4-1b, and in the next section the numerical code will be 
modified to verify this. 
-". - .. ~ .. --::-;---:== 
4,3. Electron Bunching Effects 
One obvious approach to understand the difference between the analytically and 
numerically calculated interaction gains is to include the oscillatory component of the 
axial electron velocity of eq.(4-1) in the ponderomotive phase of eq.(4-2) and then 
reformulate analytically the interaction gain. This would effectively introduce the 
same mathematical treatment of the axial electron velocity in the analytical gain 
formulation as in the numerical simulation thus permitting a better comparison. On 
the other hand this approach would lead to considerable complication in the analytical 
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formulation and it is anticipated that the sine functions in eq.(4-1S) are likely to be 
reformulated as Bessel functions. While this mathematical difficulty is not impossible 
to overcome, its solution would lead to an analytical description of electron bunching 
with the effects of the oscillatory components of the axial electron velocity accurately 
taken into account, hence removing the need to compare the less accurate eq.(4-1S) 
against numerical results in the first place. Given that our numerical code is 
computationally efficient and its algorithm is very easy to modify, we consider, as an 
alternative, to modify our numerical code such that it also approximates the time-
space relationship with the average axial electron velocity. If such approximated 
numerical calculation leads to the same gain curve as eq.(4-1S), this in effect verifies 
that the removal of detailed velocity features in the analytical formulation is 
responsible for the gain difference in Figure'4-1 b. 
To implement the suggested time-space relationship in the numerical code, we 
substitute eq.(4-16) into the phase of the cosine function in eqs.(4-11) and (4-12). 
Effectively this assumes the electron bunching does not have any impact on the 
electron phase, and as such an electron beam of an initially uniform phase distribution 
would maintain this uniform phase distribution throughout its passage through the 
wiggler magnet. Therefore if the gain of this "tuned-down" interaction is calculated 
numerically by averaging the energy losses of all individual electrons, it would lead to 
a zero net electron energy change. This has been confirmed by numerical simulations 
and should be compared to the usual ID analytical treatment in which the gain 
calculated to the first order of the radiation field is found to be zero. It is conceivable 
that the assumption of the simplified time-space relationship (r- z <lIcf3;» in the 
ponderomotive potential removes detailed interaction features, which are important to 
the second-order of the radiation, and retain only the first order information. Thus 
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regardless whether the interaction gain is calculated numerically or analytically, it 
would be zero if the oscillatory velocity component is excluded from the evaluation of 
the ponderomoti ve phase. 
Analytically however, the calculation of the energy change of an individual 
electron is still useful to obtain a finite interaction gain to the second order of the 
radiation field. This is not done by averaging the individual energy change for all 
electrons but by using Madey's theorem. We also note that Madey's theorem has been 
shown in Chapter 3 to yield very similar gain as eq.(4-1S) based on perturbation 
theory[l41. This suggests that we can introduce the same mathematical treatment in 
the numerical calculation such that a finite energy change of the electron beam can be 
obtained numerically to the second order of the radiation field by relating it to the 
energy change of a single electron to the first order of the radiation field. In other 
words, we can apply Madey's theorem numerically. 
Madey's theorem relates the averaged electron energy change at the second 
order of the radiation field, (LlY2)' to the average of the squares of the individual 
electron energy change at the first order of the radiation field, ((LlYl?) , as follows 
(4-17) 
It is assumed that the nominal relativistic factor is y, and y+ and Y- are respectively 
the relativistic factors just above and below the value of y. Noting that the new 
numerical code yields individual electron energy change to the first order of the 
radiation field, the eq.(4-17) gives 
(4-18) 
and so 
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(4-19) 
Using the power gain definition of eq.(4-14), the numerical gain is given by 
G n=l 
"' = --='-----6-4r-(y-+ _-y-)pr-g - (4-20) 
To examine the impact of the modification made to the computer code, the 
numerical case of Figure 4-1b and eq.(4-20) are used in the new computer code to 
recalculate the numerical gain. The results are shown in Figure 4-2 where it is shown 
that the bulk of the new numerical gain curve falls onto the analytical gain curve and 
the previous disagreement in peak gain shown in Figure 4-1b is now largely gone. 
Therefore the approximation of the time-space relationship with the average axial 
velocity in the ponderomotive potential and the related underestimate of the 
interaction gain is indeed responsible for the smaller peak gain in the analytical gain 
curve of Figure 4-1 b. From a different standpoint on the other hand, Figure 4-2 
suggests that detailed velocity features enhance electron bunching at large wiggler 
field. 
While the analytical gain of eq.(4-20) underestimates the electron bunching and 
thus the maximum peak gain a second harmonic FEL can achieve, it captures the 
frequency dependence of the small signal gain accurately as shown in Figure 4-1b and 
Figure 4-2. Further computation at other values of Xo from 0.01 up to 0.4 confirms 
this accurate prediction of the frequency dependence. As a result, eq.(4-20) is a useful 
and accurate tool to select system parameters for desired gain-frequency relationship 
in general and for a desirable radiation bandwidth in particular as a preliminary design 
check. While its prediction of the maximum gain is not accurate at high wiggler field, 
it still provides a reasonable order-of-magnitude prediction and a more accurate 
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account can be obtained by performing straightforward numerical simulation using 
simple computer codes for compact wave guide FELs[2]. For research projects 
without the benefits of a numerical capability however, the extent of the gain 
underestimated in high wiggler field can be evaluated for the case of Figure 4-1 and 
extrapolated as a general illustration of necessary gain compensation in the design 
process. To this end, the analytical and numerical gains at 80Hz for the examples in 
Figure 4-1 and 2 are computed. In Figure 4-3, a percentage gain difference defined as 
80r-----~-------.------.-------,_------,_----_. 
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Figure 4-2: Comparison of the analytically formulated gain (dotted line) and a Madey's 
theorem based numerical gain of eq.(4-20) for Xo=O.24 
Gp 
1]=1--
G, 
(4-21) 
is plotted as a function of Xo' a measure of the wiggler field. It is seen that as Xo 
increases from 0.025 to 0.25 the analytical results underestimate the interaction gain 
by respectively 13% to 42%. Since the maximum possible value of Xo for practical 
second harmonic waveguide FELs is likely to be around 0.25, the largest 
underestimate is around 43%. Thus provided a compensation for its underestimate of 
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the peak gain is in line with that suggested in Figure 4-3, eq.(4-21) can be used with 
confidence as a first-stop design tool for second harmonic waveguide FELs. 
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Figure 4-3: Percentage difference in interaction gain at SGHz of an X-band second 
harmonic waveguide FEL calculated analytically and numerically. 
4.4. Energy Spread Effects 
i 
.____ _ . ______________ . ..J 
With the beam-wave interaction accurately simulated with our numerical code, 
it IS of interest to study how energy spread of the electron beam may affect the 
interaction gain at different magnitude levels of the wiggler field. To this end, we first 
consider the wiggler field dependence of the gain at 80Hz for the X-band system 
studied in Figure 4-4. This is plotted as a function of Xo in Figure 4-4. By fitting the 
gain-wiggler field curve, we find that at different wiggler field ranges the interaction 
gain is proportional to X; with the power index 11 varying between 1 and 2. 
Specifically for Xo<O.05, the interaction gain is proportional to Xo, indicating the 
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dominance of the third term (or the coupling term) in eq.(4-15). When .lo becomes 
greater than 0.14, the interaction gain begins to be proportional to X~, indicating the 
dominance of the resonant term in the gain equation. For any intermediate value of .lo, 
the interaction gain is approximately proportional to X~.s suggesting comparable 
contributions from the resonant and non-resonant electron velocity components. 
These different gain dependences upon the wiggler field may lead to different field 
dependences of the electron velocity and hence different energy spread effects at 
different ranges of the wiggler field. This will be studied in details below. 
To account for the electron energy spread numerically, our computer code 
developed in the previous section needs to be modified. For an electron beam with an 
initial energy spread, possible values of the initial electron energy usually follow a 
normal distribution and numerically they are considered at selected energy points that 
are obtained through discretization of the distribution function. At each discretized 
energy value, the beam-wave interaction will be simulated and a single-particle 
energy change will be computed. The overall interaction gain is obtained by 
averaging all single-particle energy change, each at one of the available discretized 
energy points, with an appropriate weighting of the relative number of electrons at 
each individual discretized energy points. It is found that accurate computation 
requires at least 32 computational particles over one radiation wavelength for each 
possible discretized energy points[2]. 
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Figure 4-4: Small signal gain at 8GHz as a function of Xo in an X-band second-barmonic 
waveguide FEL (all key parameters identical to tbat in Figure 4-1). 
Mathematically the electron beam is assumed to have an initial energy spread of 
a Gaussian distribution as 
(4-22) 
around its nominal energy, Ya. Here (jE is the rms relative energy spread and 
(4-23) 
With the initial electron energy spread described by eq.(4-22), the interaction gain is 
numerically computed for the X-band second harmonic waveguide FEL studied in 
section 4.2 in the small signal limit (Pg « 10 watts) and with strong wiggler magnetic 
field. The results are plotted in Figure 4-5 as a function of frequency. 
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Figure 4-5: Energy spread effects in a X-band second-harmonic waveguide FEL with (a) 
}.".=3.8cm and x,=O.03; (b) }.".=3.8cm and x,=O.24; and (c) }.".=4.18cm and 
x,=O.03. 
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As it is illustrated in Figure 4-5, the bandwidth of the interaction gain remains 
unchanged by the presence of an initial energy spread. However the magnitude of the 
interaction gain decreases significantly as the energy spread increases. Intriguingly 
gain degradation for the large wiggler field case (Figure 4-5b) appears less than that 
for the small wiggler field case (Figure 4-5a). It is also noted that the bandwidth in 
Figure 4-5a is markedly less than that in Figure 4-5b, and this may be an important 
aspect. To this end, we modify the wiggler period for the small wiggler case to 
achieve a similar bandwidth and the resulting second-harmonic waveguide FEL 
system has an energy spread effects shown in Figure 4-5c. 
It is clear from Figure 4-5b and 4-5c that the extent of the gain degradation is 
very similar for the small and large wiggler cases for a given bandwidth of the 
interaction gain. In other words, the energy spread effects seem to be relatively 
independent of the level of the wiggler field. To probe this further, we consider the 
gain degradation at 80Hz for the X-band second harmonic waveguide FEL for 
different bandwidths. In Figure 4-6(a), the normalized interaction gain at 80Hz is 
plotted as a function of O',with the relative bandwidth being at 0.22, 0.19, and 0.16. It 
is clear that a small bandwidth would lead to severer gain degradation in the presence 
of an initial electron-energy spread. This bandwidth effect is also present in 
conventional wave guide FELs, as shown in Figure 4-6b. 
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Figure 4-6: Energy spread effects at different bandwidths in (a) a second-harmonic 
waveguide FEL and (b) a comparable conventional waveguide FEL. 
It is also useful to evaluate the specific extent of the gain degradation resulted 
from an initial electron energy spread. In the case of the second harmonic waveguide 
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FEL in Figure 4-6a, the small signal gain at 80Hz and with a relative bandwidth of 
22% reduces to approximately 65% of that without energy spread when the rms 
energy spread increases to 0.3%. It is worth mentioning that an initial electron energy 
spread less than 0.3% can be realistically realized with the nominal beam quality of 
either modulators or electrostatic accelerators[25]. Hence the large interaction gain of 
second harmonic wave guide FELs does not seem to be at the expense of a stringent 
requirement for good beam quality. This analysis can be applied to Figure 4-6b for 
conventional waveguide FELs. At a relatively bandwidth of 37%, Figure 4-6b 
suggests that a gain reduction of 35% would require the rms energy spread to be less 
than 1 %. It is important to note that the relaxed requirement on the maximum energy 
spread to curb large gain reduction in Figure 4-6b is related also to a large relati ve 
bandwidth of 37%. In general, Figure 4-6 suggests that gain bandwidth influences the 
gain degradation much more severely than the magnitude of the wiggler field. 
To establish more quantitatively the energy spread effects in second harmonic 
waveguide FELs at different wiggler field strengths, we consider three X-band 
systems with different wiggler field strengths but the same relative bandwidth. The 
80Hz gain is plotted as a function of the rms energy spread for X, = 0.03, 0.12, and 
0.24 respectively in Figure 4-7. It is evident that the gain degradation is virtually the 
same for all three cases although a small wiggler field does lead to a slightly less 
severe gain reduction. This suggests that the energy spread induced gain reduction in 
second harmonic wave guide FELs is almost independent of the magnitude of the 
wiggler field. As a result, the preferred operation of second harmonic waveguide 
FELs in large wiggler fields is free from the consideration of energy spread effects. 
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Because of the relative independence of the energy spread induced gain 
degradation from the wiggler fIeld, the latter can be increased to achieve a significant 
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small signal gain to combat potential gain degradation. To illustrate the benefits of 
this, Figure 4-8 shows the absolute interaction gain at 80Hz for an X-band second 
harmonic wave guide FEL at Xo = 0.03 and Xo = 0.24 together with their corresponding 
conventional waveguide FELs. At B.o = 9540, the second harmonic waveguide FEL 
would achieve a greater small signal gain if the energy spread is less than 0.43%. By 
increasing the wiggler field to B"" = 14310, the gain difference becomes greater at 
small energy spread and the second harmonic wave guide FEL would achieve greater 
gain if the energy spread is less than 0.53%. 
- - -- -- --- - - -
:4.5. Conclusion 
In this chapter, a numerical code has been developed to study effects of large 
wiggler fields on the beam-wave interaction in second harmonic waveguide FEL in 
the small signal regime. Firstly the effect of detailed features of the axial electron 
velocity on the FEL ponderomotive phase is studied in the small signal gain when the 
wiggler field is large. Through a recently developed computer code for waveguide 
FELs, it is demonstrated that the analytical treatment of second harmonic waveguide 
FELs is accurate in predicting its frequency dependence but underestimates the 
maximum interaction gain. Noting that Madey's theorem has been established to be 
applicable to second harmonic waveguide FELs, the computer code is modified such 
that it can mimic the mathematical treatment employed in the analytical formulation 
by numerically implementing Madey's theorem. This allows the new computer code 
to identify the source for the underestimated gain obtained analytically. Results from 
the modified computer code were found in a very good agreement with the 
analytically formulated gain thus confirming that the analytically underestimated gain 
is due to the exclusion of detailed electron velocity features in the gain formulation. 
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Further numerical examples were then used to suggest that provided appropriate 
compensation for the underestimated peak gam IS taken the explicitly expressed 
analytical gain formulation should be a useful and reasonably accurate design tool for 
second harmonic wave guide FELs. 
As a new tool to study second harmonic wave guide FELs, the numerical code 
was also used to estimate the interaction gain as a function of wiggler field strength. 
Accurate evaluation of the interaction gain suggested the wiggler field dependence of 
the resonant and non-resonant terms of the interaction gains as well as their inter-
relationship with respect to the wiggler field. This reinforced the suggestion of 
Chapter 3 that the preferred operation for second harmonic waveguide FELs is in the 
large wiggler fields. Effects of initial electron energy spread were then studied for 
second harmonic waveguide FELs and conventional wave guide FELs. Through case 
studies it has been established that the extent of energy spread induced gain 
degradation is crucially dependent upon the bandwidth of the interaction gain and that 
large wiggler field preferred for second harmonic waveguide FELs would make them 
more vulnerable to energy spread effects. 
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Laser Amplification in the Large-Signal Regime 
, 
L ___ ~ __ ~ _. __ 
It has been established In the previous two chapters that the use of strong 
wiggler field leads to large small-signal gain in second hannonic waveguide FELs. 
This large interaction gain is particularly useful to overcome power loss of the 
radiated electromagnetic wave (eg wall attenuation, output coupling, etc) while 
propagating within the FEL cavity, and to reduce the minimum electron current 
needed for initiating laser amplification. Also studied in Chapter 4 are effects on the 
interaction gain by the wiggler field and initial electron energy spread. These small-
signal analyses lay down a solid foundation to evaluate how second-harmonic 
waveguide FELs behave at the early growth stage of the electron amplifying 
electromagnetic field. 
The next key question is whether the radiation field with large small-signal gain 
will continue to grow strongly and enable with a sizeable output power for many 
industrial applications. To this end, second-harmonic waveguide FELs need to be 
studied also in the large-signal regime where laser amplification becomes saturated 
and the radiation field ceases to grow any further. Effects of the wiggler field and 
initial electron energy will also need to be studied in detail. To address these issues, 
we will still employ an amplifier model and assume the magnitude of the radiation 
field remains unchanged for each passage of the electron beam through the FEL 
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interaction region. By repeating computation of such single-pass interactions for 
different magnitudes of the radiation field (or input power levels), the dynamics of an 
FEL oscillator can be modelled and unravelled. This is a common approach to the 
oscillator analysis in FEL physics. In section 5.2, an oscillator model to describe the 
saturation behaviour of second harmonic wave guide FELs is discussed together with a 
numerical model used for large-signal simulation. In section 5.3 saturation behaviours 
of second harmonic waveguide FELs are studied with different wiggler field 
strengths. Given that bandwidth of the positive FEL gain tends to influence strongly 
gain degradation due to energy-spread effects (see Chapter 4), its effects on 
amplification saturation is also considered. In section 5.4, we consider the maximum 
attainable output power from the FEL cavity as a function of wiggler field and a 
function of power loss. Finally in section 5.4 we will consider effects of initial energy 
spread in the large signal regime before summarise our conclusions in section 5.5. 
15.2. Numerical Model for the Large-Signal Regime 
---------
In an FEL oscillator, the electromagnetic wave is stored in the resonant cavity 
as it is amplified by repeated passages of the electron beam. As Figure 5-1 depicts, the 
radiation field grows within the FEL cavity until it reaches saturation at which point 
the laser amplification ceases. As the amplified field intensifies the electron-field 
interaction, the linearisation technique used for the small-signal analysis is no longer 
valid and the interaction gain has to be computed by means of numerical simulation. 
The numerical code developed in Chapter 4 is comprehensive and can be used 
directly to study FEL saturation in the large signal regime. For convenience of future 
reference, we list below the differential equations of the numerical model!!] 
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Figure 5-1: Schematic of an FEL oscillator 
dy = -w/3_a, cos[(k,z -wt)+QJ]. 
dt -
d/3, = 
dt 
(5-l) 
(5-2) 
As as is a function of radiation power, Pg, the saturation behaviours of second 
harmonic waveguide FELs can be obtained by solving eqs.(5-1) and (5-2) numerically 
either as a function of radiation power or frequency. 
To illustrate saturation behaviours of second hannonic waveguide FELs, an X-
band example is considered for laser amplification at different values of radiation 
power within the FEL cavity from the small-signal regime to the large-signal regime. 
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For consistence, the key system parameters of this X-band FEL are the same as that in 
Figure 4-5 (eg N = 11, Eb = 66_S - 94.7keV, Ib = 20mA, and Bw = 477 - 14310). 
Based on eqs.(5-1) and (5-2), the interaction gain is plotted as a function of frequency 
for four different values of radiation power from Pg=IOW to Pg=lkW in Figure 5-2. 
For comparison, we consider a case of small wiggler field (x, = 0.03 and Aw = 4.1Scm) 
in Figure 5-2a and also a case of large wiggler field (x, = 0.24 and Aw = 3.Scm) in 
Figure 5-2b respectively. The choice of these system parameters is partly to ensure the 
same gain bandwidth, which has been shown to crucially affect gain degradation due 
to the energy-spread effect in Chapter 4. This is important to highlight dependence of 
amplification saturation on various system parameters (eg wiggler field, energy 
spread, etc) without a potentially strong influence of gain bandwidth. For both cases 
in Figure 5-2, gain bandwidth is !!"f / 10= 0.19. This necessitates the need for Figure 5-
2a and Figure 5-2b to employ different wiggler periods. 
With gain bandwidth made identical for both cases in Figure 5-2, amplification 
saturation (gain reduction as the radiation power increases) is found to depend on the 
wiggler field in a significant manner. As the radiation power increases from IOW to 
lkW, the interaction in the small wiggler field case (x, = 0.03 in Figure 5-2a) 
decreases slightly whereas that in the large wiggler case (x, = 0.24 in Figure 5-2b) 
undergoes a reduction as large as SO%. To put it in a different way, a small wiggler 
field delays the onset of amplification saturation. 
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Figure 5-2: Gain saturation of an X-band second-harmonic waveguide FEL with (a) 
A",=4.18cm and Xo=O.03; and (b)A",=3.8cm and Xo=O.24. 
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Figure 5·3: Gain saturation of an X·band second·harmonic waveguide FEL with 
A.,,=3.8cm and Xo=O.03. 
In our comparison of amplification saturation in Figure 5-2, we have stressed 
the importance of maintaining the same gain bandwidth. This is based on an 
extrapolation of the bandwidth effect on gain degradation due to initial electron 
energy spread (see Chapter 4). To confirm the significance of the bandwidth for 
amplification saturation, we consider the small wiggler field case of Xo=0.03 in Figure 
5-2a and re-study it with the wiggler period reset to 3.8cm to reduce the gain 
bandwidth to !1f / 1.= 0.16. Again over the same range of the radiation power, the 
interaction gain is plotted in Figure 5-3 as a function of frequency. Comparison 
between Figure 5·2a and Figure 5·3 suggests severer saturation with small bandwidth 
(see Figure 5·3). In other words, small gain bandwidth leads to an earlier onset of 
amplification saturation. From this standpoint, it is desirable to have as large gain 
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Figure 5-4: Comparison between small and large wiggler cases in an X-band second-
harmonic waveguide FEL with the same bandwidth of !if I 10= 0.19. 
bandwidth as possible. The above comparison also confirms the significant influence 
of gain bandwidth on the onset point of amplification saturation. 
To highlight more clearly amplification saturation at different radiation powers, 
the interaction gain of the X-band system of Figure 5-2 with the same bandwidth (I:!.f / 
fo= 0.19) is studied at 80Hz with both small and large wiggler fields. Figure 5-4 
shows the normalized gain as a function of in-cavity propagation power (also the 
radiation power). As shown, the interaction gain at large wiggler field starts to 
saturate earlier at low in-cavity power yet its gain degradation speed appears identical 
to that in the small wiggler field case, thus independent of the wiggler field. The 
reason why large wiggler field leads to an earlier onset of saturation may be related to 
the fact that its large small signal gain (at large wiggler field) causes a significant and 
relatively sudden change in electron energy and as such makes it difficult for the 
electrons to remain synchronism with their amplifying radiation field subsequently. It 
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bandwidths of (i) 4f 11.= 0.16; and (ii) 4f 110= 0.19. 
is also of interest to use the above approach to see effects of gain bandwidth. To this 
end, interaction gains at 8GHz of Figure 5·2a and Figure 5-3 are plotted against the 
in-cavity propagation power in Figure 5-5. It is shown that large bandwidth delays the 
onset of gain saturation but does not affect gain degradation rate. 
~- ------- ---- ---------------- ------
:5.4. Condition for the Maximum Output Power 
-' ------ -- --------------~----------. 
In general as the in-cavity power increases, the FEL gain evolves from a large 
staring value (the small signal gain) and, after a critical onset point, decreases rapidly 
to a low saturation value at which the laser amplification ceases. At a large wiggler 
field, this evolution starts at relatively larger small-signal gain but its reduction occurs 
much earlier than that with small wiggler field. So it is not clear whether a large 
saturation in-cavity power (at which laser amplification ceases) is achieved with large 
or small wiggler field. This is an import issue, and Figure 5-6 shows the advantage 
and disadvantage of using a large wiggler field. 
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A key consideration to evaluate the relative merits of using small wiggler field 
or large wiggler field is the round-trip loss of the radiated electromagnetic wave 
within the FEL cavity. It should be noted that the value of the percentage round-trip 
power loss equals to the value of the interaction gain at which the laser amplification 
ceases. To illustrate the influence of the round-trip loss, we note that the two gain 
degradation curves in Figure 5-6 intersect at an in-cavity power of 1.2kW and an 
interaction gain of 4.3%. If the round-trip power loss is greater than 4.3%, the 
interaction gain at Xo = 0.24 is always greater than that at Xo = 0.12 and as such at a 
given percentage round-trip power loss above 4.3% the Xo = 0.24 case will saturate at 
a larger in-cavity power. This can be seen more clearly with a horizontal line in 
Figure 5-6 marking the percentage round-trip low loss. On the other hand if the 
round-trip power loss is less than 4.3%, the Xo = 0.12 case will saturate at a larger in-
cavity power. Therefore it is impossible to draw a generalised conclusion whether the 
choice of large wiggler field is more beneficial, and such an assessment has to be 
made on individual cases. However qualitative observations can be made. Large 
wiggler field is desirable if the round-trip power loss is large, whereas very low 
round-trip loss favours the option of small wiggler field. Given that large wiggler field 
also leads to a reduction in effective electron energy (see Chapter 3), it is usually 
desirable in practice to attain as Iowa round-trip loss as possible. 
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Figure 5-6: Gain dependence upon radiation power at small and large wiggler fields in an 
X-band second-harmonic waveguide FEL (same bandwidth of !!Ilfo= 0.19). 
To aid a better assessment of the suitable value of wiggler field, the saturation 
power at four different power loss percentages (0.5%, 1.5%,5%, and 10%) is plotted 
as a function of the wiggler field in Figure 5-7. At low power loss (such as 0.5% and 
1.5%), the maximum saturation power is attained at small wiggler field (0.05<~<0.1) 
even though their corresponding small-signal gain is low. As the wiggler field 
increases <Xo>O.I), saturation power reduces thus highlighting the benefits of small 
wiggler field when the power loss is low. If the power loss is large (above 5%) on the 
other hand, low small-signal gain may be inadequate to overcome the round-trip 
power loss at small wiggler field (x,<0.07) and hence iasing is not possible (zero 
saturation power in Figure 5-7). As the wiggler field increases, the small-signal gain 
becomes greater than the power loss and saturation power starts to rise from zero. 
Their maximum value occurs when ~ is around 0.14 and 0.19 respectively, 
interestingly not the extreme case of ~ = 0.24. This suggests that the maximum 
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Figure 5-7: In-cavity saturation power as a function of x,at four different power 
losses. 
saturation power within the FEL cavity occurs at a somewhat middling wiggler field 
between x., = 0.05 and x., = 0.20, and that large power loss generally requires large 
wiggler field to maximise the saturation power within the cavity. 
In practice it is often important to know the expected output power from an FEL 
oscillator so as to assess its suitability for intended applications. Usually it is desirable 
to attain as large output power as possible at a given electron current. For the electron-
field interaction within an FEL cavity, power output is a component of the round-trip 
power loss and a very significant one in most cases (other losses such as wall 
attenuation can be made very small). From this standpoint, it is preferable to have a 
small loss due to power output. This is highlighted in Figure 5-7 where the largest 
saturation power within the cavity is achieved when the percentage power loss is 
lowest (0.5%). Therefore to maximize the output power, the output coupling loss has 
to be chosen very carefully. 
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Figure 5-8: Output power as a function of x,at four different power losses. 
We consider the output power Poutpul = a/oss xPsal ' As a result of multiplying 
the output coupling (percentage loss) to in-cavity saturation power, we have the 
~-----------------------------
output power plotted in Figure 5-S. For al", .• = 0.5%, the maximum in-cavity saturation 
power is about 9kW and so the output power is 45W. For a",,, = 1.5%, the maximum 
in-cavity saturation power reduces to 3.SkW but the output power increases to 57W. 
Thus the maximum value of the output power is a trade-off between the in-cavity 
saturation power and the output coupling. As it is shown in Figure 5-S, the incre~ent 
---
of the maximum point of each curve is in line with the output coupling until the latter 
is around 5%. After that the maximum output power decreases. In the case of Figure 
5-S, it is found that the maximum output power occurs in the range of 0.15<,t, <0.2 
and with 5% output coupling. With other loss mechanisms such as the wall 
attenuation taken into account, the maximum attainable output power may shift 
toward the larger wiggler field. 
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~5.5. Saturation Behaviour with Energy Spread 
Theoretical analyses in the last section are based on the assumption that the 
electron beam used is monochromatic without any initial energy spread. This section 
will consider the effect of initial electron energy spread on saturation behaviour of 
second harmonic waveguide FELs. Energy spread effects in the small-signal regime 
have been considered in Section 4.4. In general initial electron energy spread leads to 
gain degradation in the small-signal regime and its numerical implementation remains 
the same for the large-signal regime. As an example of the gain degradation due to 
energy spread, the normalised interaction gain is plotted as a function of the radiation 
power from 5W to 50kW in Figure 5-9 with two different values of energy spread 
(O"FO.O 1 % and O"FO.3%). It is evident that a large electron energy spread causes gain 
degradation to start earlier. For example in the small wiggler field case (Xo=0.03), the 
onset point (corresponding to 1 % gain reduction from its small-signal value) is 
changed from 300W to 100W. Similar change (from 30W down to IOW) of the 
saturation onset point is also observed for the large wiggler field (Xo=0.24). 
In addition to bringing earlier the saturation onset point, initial electron energy 
spread seems to slow the speed of gain reduction as the radiation increases. For the 
large wiggler field case (Xo=0.24), the gain reduces from 91 % down to 19% (il=72%) 
at O"FO.01 % as radiation power increases from 100W to 1kW. Yet when the energy 
spread increases to 0.3%, the normalised gain decreases from 86% down to 30% 
(il=56%). This lowered gain reduction at large energy spread may be resulted from 
energy spread causing deviation of electron energy from its nominal value and hence 
making it less sensitive to large in-cavity power. 
Also observed from Figure 5-9 is the fact that gain-reduction trend seems to be 
dependent on energy spread entirely and independent of the wiggler field. In the 
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Figure 5·9: Normalised interaction gain at 8GHz with energy spread of 0.01 % (dots) and 
0.3% (solid curve) at small and large wiggler fields. 
small wiggler field case CXo=O.03), similar trends are found. Gain reduction at 
ac=O.O 1 % is 72 percentage points (from 89% down to 17%) whereas that at ac=O.3% 
is 57 percentage points (from 84% down to 27%), both over the same range of 
radiation power (from 300W to 3kW). This insensitivity to the wiggler field is similar 
to the case in the small-signal regime. From the above discussion, the energy-spread 
effects clearly alter both the saturation onset point and the gain reduction rate due to 
amplification saturation. However these effects are very similar for small and large 
wiggler fields. 
It is also of interest to compare the absolute interaction gain with and without 
electron energy spread. As it is shown Figure 5-10, there is no intersection between 
the gain-power curve for the small wiggler field case and that for the large wiggler 
case. Thus small energy spread is always preferred, as it will always lead to a large 
saturation power. 
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The energy spread effects can be demonstrated more clearly by plotting the 
normalised interaction gain as a function of the energy spread at three different in-
cavity power levels. This is shown in figure 5-11 for both small wiggler field 
Ct,=0.03) and large wiggler field Ct,=0.24). In the case of small wiggler field, in-
cavity power at SW, 14kW and 20kW corresponds to a gain reduction from the small-
signal value of 0%,60% and 72.5%, respectively. For the large wiggler field case, the 
corresponding figures are SW, 500W and 725W respectively. It is shown that the 
onset point for gain reduction by energy spread is extended to large energy spread 
value as the in-cavity power increases. The strong radiation field does not appear to 
significantly accelerate the gain reduction rate. For both the small and large wiggler 
cases, the extent of relaxed beam quality at large in-cavity power depends on the 
percentage gain reduction by saturation (0%, 60%, and 72.5% in Figure 5-11). 
To show the combined effect of radiation power and electron energy spread on 
the interaction gain, the interaction gain is normalised and plotted as a function of 
both the electron energy spread and the radiation power in Figure 5-12. It is shown in 
Figure 5-11 that gain degradation does not appear to be accelerated when both initial 
electron energy spread and a significant radiation field (Pg> IkW) are present. 
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'.5_6. Conclusion 
In this chapter, second harmonic waveguide FELs were studied in the large 
signal regime at small and large wiggler fields. It was found that amplification 
saturation is less severe with small wiggler field than that with large wiggler field and 
that large gain bandwidth can further delay the saturation onset. For an FEL cavity 
with low round-trop power loss, the maximum saturation power was found in the 
range of O.OS<Xo<O.l. For higher power losses, the maximum saturation power moves 
to the O.18<Xo<O.2 range. Beyond Xo >0.2 the saturation power decreases gradually. 
By considering the output coupling as the round-trip power loss, the maximum 
attainable output power was also obtained. Energy-spread effects have been found to 
alter both the saturation onset point and the gain-reduction rate. However energy-
spread effects were found to be independent of wiggler field for second harmonic 
waveguide FELs in the large signal regime. 
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SHFEL Operation in the Millimetre-Wave Region 
------------
In the previous four chapters the second hannonic wave guide FELs are studied 
mainly through numerical examples in the X-band (the microwave region). This 
frequency choice is partly due to the fact that the microwave technology based on 
metallic wave guides is well developed with matured component technologies 
(waveguides, cavities, couplers, etc) and hence provides an excellent initial testbed to 
assess new wave guide FEL configurations. Also this allows a straightforward 
comparison with conventional waveguide FELs based on the transverse interaction 
mechanism (Chapter 2) for which there are a great deal of experimental data[l]. 
Through discussions in the past few chapters, we have established that in the 
microwave region second harmonic waveguide FELs are capable of efficient electron 
energy reduction and of high interaction gain. To extend this energy reduction 
technique into the millimetre-wave region, where many technical applications are yet 
to be fully realised with satisfactory coherent sources, it is important to assess whether 
these two advantages of second harmonic waveguide FELs can be maintained above 
1000Hz. To this end, we will re-assess in section 6.2 the resonant condition for 
second harmonic wave guide FELs to emit strong radiation in the millimetre-wave 
region. In particular we will consider possible restrictions on the choice of suitable 
waveguide structures and its consequence on the upper frequency limit of the second 
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harmonic wave guide FEL scheme. Then in section 6.3 gain calculation will be 
performed in the small signal regime and compared to the case of conventional 
waveguide FELs. This is to establish the advantages and disadvantages of second 
harmonic wave guide FELs over their conventional counterparts at frequencies up to 
300GHz. Effects of initial electron energy spread and amplification saturation on the 
interaction gain are shown in section 6.4 and 6.S respectively so as to evaluate further 
the characteristics of millimetre wave operation of second harmonic waveguide FELs. 
Based on these comparisons and discussions we will highlight in section 6.6 benefits 
and practicalities of second harmonic wave guide FELs in the millimetre wave region . 
. -- ._- -.-- .-.-------.-. ..- ---- ---------1 
6;2. Requirement for Millimetre-Wave Radiation 
, i 
~-----.---- .---.-- . __ ._---- --_._- --. -- _ .. _----_ .. _--
----- .. --~ 
For radiation in the millimetre wave region, a number of FEL system 
parameters need to be re-assessed. The first one is the wiggler period, Aw. As it is 
shown in eq.(2-S), the wiggler period can be determined approximately if the intended 
radiation wavelength and the electron energy are known. Specifically from eq.(2-S) 
(6-1) 
Suppose A, '" Imm, and we use a low electron energy at 300keV, i.e. y = \.6, the 
above relationship requires Aw '" Smm. Using the latest wiggler technology[31-[Sl, the 
period of the wiggler magnet with a sufficiently large wiggler field can be as small as 
4mm and this can be used as the lower limit of the wiggler period. If we further put an 
upper limit to the electron energy at 300ke V to allow the use of low-cost and small-
sized power supply, the above equation can be used to investigate how high the 
radiation frequency from second harmonic waveguide FELs can be pushed into the 
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Figure 6-1 Dispersion curve for second harmonic waveguide FELs at 300GHz 
millimetre-wave region thus establishing their scope as a general-purpose energy 
reduction technique. 
Secondly we note that the size of the waveguide becomes very small, again on the 
millimetre scale, for the energetic electrons to interact with the lowest TM mode of 
the waveguide. The dispersion curve for a strong radiation at approximately Imm 
(3000Hz) from second harmonic waveguide FELs is plotted in Figure 6-1. As Figure 
6-1 depicts, in order to let the TMoI mode intersects with the beam line (the slot of 
which is the axial electron velocity), the radius of the waveguide (which relates to the 
cutoff frequency of the dispersion curve) needs to be 0.64mm. This extreme size of 
the waveguide suggests considerable difficulties in its fabrication and in guiding the 
propagation of the electron beam through it. In practice, it is usually preferable to 
choose an oversized and multi mode wave guide to ease the fabrication difficulties as 
well as adequate room for propagation of the electron beam. Although this would in 
principle lead to multi mode interaction and the issue of mode competition would 
become important, it is possible to select key parameters of both the waveguide and 
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the FEL to substantially reduce the interaction gain of all unwanted modes[2]. As a 
result, the beam-wave interaction in an oversized waveguide can be made to be very 
similar to that in a single mode waveguide. It is important to emphasize that mode 
competition is a complex issue and to a large extent depends the actual system. The 
above-suggested route to control mode competition is to highlight the viability of its 
control. Here our objective is to establish the generic features of second harmonic 
waveguide FELs without case-specific design issues for mode competition, and as 
such we will focus on single-mode operation with the waveguide radius being as 
small as O.64mm. 
, 
.~~~-------------~-~---~----~---------- - ---,---
In the microwave region, the electron interaction with the longitudinal electric 
component of the TMo, mode in a second harmonic waveguide FEL requires much 
lower electron energy than that in a comparable conventional wave guide FEL. To 
review this, the example of the second harmonic wave guide FEL shown in Figure 4-
1 b is re-considered here, and the dependence of its interaction gain on the radiation 
frequency is plotted together with its conventional counterpart in Figure 6-2a. It is 
shown that the small-signal gain of the second harmonic waveguide FEL is about 6.2 
times greater than that of its conventional counterpart. Its energy requirement is also 
73% lower (Eb= 160keV, B
w
=O.1431T, A
w
=4.94cm, N=9 for the SHFEL compared to 
E,= 220keV, B
w
=O.1431T, A
w
=4.64cm, N=9 for its conventional counterpart). On the 
other hand, the percentage gain bandwidth (!:!.jlfo) of the second harmonic wave guide 
FEL is 26% whereas it is 47% in the conventional waveguide FEL. As suggested for 
the X-band region in Chapter 4-5, the much larger gain bandwidth in the latter is 
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advantageous to reduce the gain susceptibility to variations in system parameters such 
as energy spread and amplification saturation. These will be studied further in section 
6.4 and section 6.5. 
To see if the advantages in interaction gain and electron energy saving remain 
the same in the millimetre-wave region, a second harmonic waveguide FEL (with 
system parameters, N = 11, E, = 295keV, Ib = 20mA, Bw = 0.6T, ,t;,=0.009, b = 
0.64mm, and Aw = 4mm) is studied and its interaction gain is plotted in Figure 6-2b. 
The interaction gain is positive from 2450Hz to 3230Hz and is approximately 0.33% 
at 3000Hz (the low gain is partly due to the large electron energy used). To see how 
much energy saving can be achieved, a comparable conventional waveguide FEL with 
the same set of system parameters apart from that Eb = 580ke V is considered using a 
rectangular waveguide with an internal cross-sectional area of 1.1mm xO.55mm. Its 
interaction gain is also plotted in Figure 6-2b as a function of frequency. It is positive 
over a relatively wide frequency range from 2300Hz to 3730Hz and its value at 
3000Hz is 0.22%. Therefore the gain ratio between these two comparable FELs is 
0.33%/0.22%=1.5, and the electron energy ratio is 295kV/580kV=51 %. In other 
words the second harmonic waveguide FEL requires 51 % of the accelerating voltage 
required for the conventional waveguide FEL and yet it produces an interaction gain 
of 1.5 times greater. Recalling the discussion for the X-band cases, it is clear that the 
extent of electron energy saving is relatively unchanged as the operational frequency 
moves from 80Hz to 3000Hz. However the gain advantage of the second harmonic 
waveguide FEL is reduced considerably from 6.2 times to 1.5 times. 
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Therefore despite of the reduoed advantage in interaction gain, the second 
harmonic waveguide FEL is still a viable energy reduction scheme in the millimetre-
wave region. It is worth mentioning that the percentage gain bandwidth for the second 
harmonic waveguide FELin Figure 6-2b is also 26% and for the conventional FEL it 
remains at 47%. Tn order to demonstrate this comparison at more frequency points 
from the microwave region up to the millimetre-wave region, the energy-saving ratio 
and the gain ratio are plotted together in Figure 6-3 for three different wiggler periods 
of it,., = 3.8cm, l.5cm and 4mm (to enable strong FEL radiation with electron energy 
less than 300keV for increasingly greater radiation frequencies). For each ofthe three 
wiggler period groups in Figure 6-3, the benefit of energy saving decreases as the 
operational frequency goes up and typically the energy saving varies from 33% 
(energy ratio = 3) to 67% (energy ratio = 1.5). Similarly as the frequency increases the 
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reduced gain enhancement decreases from 3.5 to 1.1. In other words, the trend of the 
curves indicates that as the radiation frequency goes up the margin in the interaction 
gain becomes narrower and the benefits of large interaction gain with the second 
harmonic waveguide FEL scheme become less and less even with very small wiggler 
period. Nevertheless the electron energy reduction remains approximately 50% 
throughout the considered frequency range (microwave to millimetre-wave) and as 
such this remains a clear advantage of second harmonic waveguide FELs. 
To push the radiation frequency still further, the required electron energy will 
exceed 300keV and as such the resulting FEL system may not be sufficiently cost-
effective as identified in Chapter 2. In other words, the 50% energy reduction 
achievable with second harmonic wave guide FELs will not be sufficient for low-cost 
and compact FELs at frequencies above 3000Hz. Furthermore at higher frequencies 
the oversized waveguide is likely to behave more and more like a free-space wave-
guiding structure and as such the longitudinal component of the electric field will be 
reduced thus undermining the large gain of second harmonic waveguide FELs. As a 
result, the frequency range in which second harmonic waveguide FELs are effective 
as a low-voltage operation scheme is from 100Hz to 3000Hz. 
i6.4. Energy Spread Effects 
I 
---~-----.---"~-------~-----------.---~-~--------- " 
Here we will consider the energy spread effects of second harmonic waveguide 
FELs in the millimetre wave region. The physical model used for electron energy 
spreads is the same as that in Chapter 4 for the X-band range and its numerical 
implementation is also the same. For comparison we consider a second harmonic 
wave guide FEL at 80Hz and a similar system at 3000Hz with their normalised gain 
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plotted as a function of energy spread in Figure 6-4a. It is shown that the onset point 
of gain degradation due to the electron energy spread effects is extended to a slightly 
larger energy spread in the 300GHz case for the second harmonic waveguide FEL. 
The same can be observed for the conventional waveguide FEL in Figure 6-4b. 
However this extension is very slight and possibly due to the fact that the gain 
bandwidths for both curves in Figure 6-4a and for that in Figure 6-4b are 
approximately the same, 26% and 47% respectively. The larger bandwidth of 47% for 
the conventional waveguide FEL in Figure 6-4b also explains its relatively late 
saturation onset point around crE = 0.2%. 
The smaller bandwidth of the second harmonic waveguide FEL in Figure 6-2b 
makes its interaction gain more susceptible to the effect of initial electron energy 
spread than its conventional counterpart. To consider this together with its high small-
signal gain, the gain dependence on the energy spread is plotted for both FEL 
schemes in Figure 6-5. For the microwave and the millimetre-wave regions, the 
second harmonic waveguide FEL is shown to be more susceptible to energy spread 
than the conventional waveguide FEL with an earlier onset point for gain degradation. 
The gain curves of the second harmonic waveguide FEL and its conventional 
counterpart intersect at certain electron energy spread. At 8GHz this energy spread 
value is 0.97%. If the electron energy spread is less than 0.97%, the second harmonic 
waveguide FEL always has a greater interaction gain than its conventional 
counterpart. Given that energy spread less than 0.97% is readily achievable with 
today's electron beam technology, the former is the preferred option. In the 300GHz 
case, the intersection is at 0.43% and the above conclusion remains valid as an 
electron energy spread below 0.43% is again easily achievable. So although laser 
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amplification in second harmonic wave guide FELs suffers an earlier onset for gain 
degradation due to energy spread, they are still preferred from 8GHz up to 300GHz. 
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i6.5. Saturation in the Millimetre-Wave Region 
L ______________ . _______ _ 
With respect to the beam-wave interaction in the large signal regime, the gain 
dependence on the propagating power is plotted for both the second harmonic 
wave guide FEL and its conventional counterpart at 80Hz and 3000Hz, and shown in 
Figure 6-6a and Figure 6-6b respectively. Comparison shows that the interaction gain 
of the second harmonic waveguide FEL starts to decrease at a smaller radiation power 
than the conventional waveguide FEL for both the 80Hz and the 3000Hz cases. This 
may be due to the difference in the percentage gain bandwidth for these two cases 
(26% and 47% respectively, see Figure 6-2). 
It is also of interest that the saturation onset point In the second harmonic 
waveguide FEL moves from an in-cavity power of around 30W to 1500W as the 
operational frequency increases from 80Hz to 3000Hz. Oiven that the percentage 
gain bandwidths for both cases are the same (26% in Figure 6-2), the difference in the 
saturation onset points is not due to the bandwidth. We note that the 3000Hz case has 
a much smaller small-signal gain of around 0.33% compared to 15.4% in the 80Hz 
case (see Figure 6-5). At a given in-cavity power, the significantly greater small-
signal gain in the 80Hz case will cause the electron energy to deviate more from its 
initial value. Therefore the amplification saturation starts to become important at a 
much lower in-cavity power level in the 80Hz case. Similar gain dependence was 
observed in Figure 5-4. This delayed saturation onset point is also observed for the 
conventional waveguide FEL in Figure 6-6. 
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Conclusion 
---------------------------------------
. ________ ---.J 
In this chapter the laser amplification for second harmonic waveguide FELs in 
the millimetre wave region was studied with numerical examples at 3000Hz and their 
comparison with conventional waveguide FELs. In particular we considered the two 
key advantages of second harmonic waveguide FELs, namely considerable energy 
saving and gain enhancement, and the viability of maintaining them to the millimetre 
wave region. It has been established that by an appropriate choice of the wiggler 
period down to as small as 4mm the necessary electron energy for a strong radiation 
at a given frequency in the second harmonic waveguide FEL can be maintained at 
approximately 50% of that in a comparable conventional waveguide FEL. However as 
the radiation frequency goes up, the enhancement in the small-signal gain becomes 
smaller and smaller. Yet in all cases studied the interaction gain of second harmonic 
waveguide FELs remains greater. 
Furthermore effects of electron energy spread and amplification saturation were 
also studied in details. It has been established that provided the gain bandwidth is kept 
the same the gain degradation due to electron energy spread will start at the same 
onset point regardless the radiation frequency. With the larger small signal gain taken 
into consideration, the second harmonic waveguide FEL was found to have a greater 
gain if the electron energy spread is below 0.43%. On the other hand, amplification 
saturation at 3000Hz was found to become important at an in-cavity power much 
higher than that at 80Hz. Again from this standpoint the second harmonic wave guide 
FEL scheme seems to be applicable to the 3000Hz region as equally as it is to the 
80Hz region. 
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To push the radiation frequency still further, the electron energy will need to 
exceed 300keV and the associated power supply to deliver the required electron beam 
is unlikely to be sufficiently cost-effective for compact FEL systems, Furthermore at 
higher frequencies the oversized waveguide is likely to behave more and more like a 
free-space wave-guiding structure and as such the longitudinal component of the 
electric field will be reduced thus undermining the large gain of second harmonic 
wave guide FELs. As a result, the frequency range in which second harmonic 
waveguide FELs are effective as a low-voltage operation scheme is from lOGHz to 
300GHz. 
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7 
Harmonic Radiation at Sub-millimetre Region 
r---------------- -----------
17.1. Introduction 
The upper frequency limit of compact waveguide FELs based on both second 
harmonic interaction and conventional interaction mechanisms has been shown to be 
less than 300GHz_ As the size of the wiggler period is restricted by today's wiggler 
technology [1]-[4], higher frequency generation of FEL radiation requires electron 
energy to exceed the limit of 300keV for compact waveguide FEL. To enable FEL 
radiation above 300GHz in the submillimetre-wave region with the electron energy 
kept below 300keV, it is suggested to implement harmonic generation[5]. Normally 
by making the field of a planar wiggler sufficiently strong, strong radiation at the odd 
harmonics would be generated. However it is very difficult to achieve large wiggler 
field when Aw is around 4mm. To this end, an unusual FEL interaction scheme is 
proposed[6]-[1l], in which the FEL wiggler is quasiperiodic thereby a~g,...:t~h",-e __ 
electron beam to be modulated at two different frequencies. Such a wiggler is called 
two-frequency wiggler or quasiperiodic wiggler. It is the objective of this chapter to 
investigate whether the quasiperiodic wiggler is capable of altering the radiation 
spectrum of FELs such that high frequency FEL radiation in the submillimetre-wave 
region can be achieved with low electron energy (:$300keV). 
In section 7.2, a numerical model is established for FEL interaction in a 
quasi periodic wiggler. The computer code developed is validated against the well-
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known Colson's formula for spontaneous emission. It is found that the analytical 
approximation made in Colson's formula is invalid for low electron energy operation. 
Subsequently Colson's formula is re-formulated in section 7.3. In section 7.4, a 
number of wiggler parameters are changed, including the wiggler period, the wiggler 
field strength and the initial phase, to see whether the harmonic frequencies can be 
extended into the submillimetre region at the cost of low electron energy at 300keV. 
And finally conclusions are drawn in the section 7.5. 
l~ ___________ ~ ______ ~ _____________ . ________ __ _ __ .J 
Consider a FEL system equipped with two different conventional wigglers 
whose periods are AWl and Aw2, respectively as shown in Figure7-1. Assuming that 
AWI>Aw2 and that the on-axis magnetic field of this dual wiggler configuration may be 
approximated as 
(7-1) 
where kwn=27T1Aw2 (n=I,2). Suppose the lengths of the two constituent wigglers are 
LI =NIAwI and L2=N2Aw2, respectively, where NI and N2 are integers. And if 
O:<;L2 -~ :<;A..2 such that N2 =1+lnt[~/A.w2], eq.(7-1) is valid for O<z:<;~ 
whereas Sw = yBw2 cos kW2 z in the small region of ~ < z :<; L, . 
It is noted that waveguide is not always necessary to confine electromagnetic 
-wave in the submillimetre-wave region. Under the perturbation of the magnetic field 
of eq.(7-1), an energetic electron beam travelling along the wiggler axis radiates and 
the induced electromagnetic radiation may be represented by its on-axis electric field 
component of 
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Figure 7-1: Scheme of the quasiperiodic wiggler. 
E = xEo sin <I> = xEo sin(wt - kzz + rp} (7-2) 
The trajectory of an electron beam in the combined field of the wiggler magnet and 
the electron-induced radiation is in general governed by its Lorentz force equation 
d(ymv) 
dt 
(7-3) 
In the limit of small radiation field, the transverse velocity of an electron entering the 
two-frequency wiggler along the magnet axis can be easily obtained from eq.(7-3) as 
(7-4) 
where awn = eBwn/mckwn is the dimensionless field strength of the nth constituent 
wiggler (n=1,2). It is shown that the transverse velocity is modulated by the wiggler 
magnetic field and oscillates in two different frequencies. As a result, the interaction 
between the transverse velocity of the electron and the wiggler magnetic field along 
the axial direction induces the electron motion in the longitudinal direction. Also 
governed by the eq.(7-3), the dynamic of relativistic electron longitudinal velocity is 
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d(y/3,) = 
dt 
+ a:2kw2 sinkw2zcoskw2 z 
+ awlaw2kw2 sin kwlzcoskw2z 
+awlaw2kwl sinkw2zcoskw'zl 
The beam wave interaction is governed by the energy conservation law that 
-e£·v. 
Substitute fix into eq.(7-6) to get 
where t can be determined by 
dt 1 
= dz c/3, 
(7-5) 
(7-6) 
(7-7) 
(7-8) 
Choosing the electron spatial location, z, as the independent variable, eq.(7-7) is 
expanded to 
dy 
dz 
- wa, [awl cos[Wt - (k, + kw,)z + cp] 
2y/3,oc 
- awl cos[wt - (k, - kw')z + cp] 
+ aw2 cos[Wt - (k, + kw2 )z + cp] 
- aw2 cos[wt - (k, - k w2 )z + cp] 
(7-9) 
As a result the electron motion equation in the longitudinal direction can be 
determined by eqs. (7-5) and (7-9) as 
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d/3, 
dz 
+ 2aw,awzkwz sin kw' zcos kwzz + 2aw,awzkw' sin kwzz cos kw'z] 
+ (J)(lz' [aw,cos(wt-k,z-kw,z+<p)-aW,cos(Wt-k Z+kw'Z+<P) 
2y c ' 
+ awz cos(wt - k, z - kwzz + <p)- awz cos(wt - k,z + kwzz + <p)] 
(7-10) 
where we use the approximation of dtldz= 1/ /3",c. In our numerical code for FELs with 
a quasiperiodic wiggler, eqs.(7-8), (7-9) and (7-10) are solved simultaneously using a 
fourth order Runge-Kutta-Gill algorithm for each electron in the electron beam[12]. 
Energy change of each individual electron, 8Yn, is then calculated using the integral of 
eq.(7-9) for a chosen distribution of initial electron phase over the entire length of the 
dual wiggler, 8Yn. According to Madey's theorem on the other hand, the spontaneous 
emission of the electron beam is proportional to < (8Y)z > where < ... > denotes to 
an average over the initial electron phase. For all numerical examples with 
monochromatic electron beams in this study, 32 computational charged particles per 
radiation wavelength were found to be adequate to describe the beam-wave 
interaction. Without its angular dependence taken into account, the spontaneous 
emission is given by [13][14] 
dZW 1 3Z Z W Z ------~(8 )z. me 
dwdQ - 32 ~ Yn 87[z£oE;' (7-11) 
where W is the radiated energy in the solid angle dQ at the radiation frequency 
interval dw. It is of interest to mention that the run time of our numerical simulation 
for each FEL with quasi periodic wiggler is typically less than fifteen minutes on a 
Pentium PC with 700MHz and 128 RAM. By simply switching off the magnetic field 
of the auxiliary wiggler, the quasi periodic wiggler field reduces to a single wiggler 
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field. As a result, eq.(7-11) can also be used to evaluate the spontaneous emission of 
FELs with a single planar wiggler. In this case, this numerical model also provides a 
convenient mean to determine spontaneous emission of FELs from sub-millimetre up 
to X-ray regions. 
1------ - ----------- - - ------
'7_3_ Harmonic Generation 
--- - -- - - -- - - -- - ---, 
7.3.1. Agreement in Optical Region 
There are already some analytical studies on harmonic generation in a single 
wiggler in the optical region [15][16]. In this region, high electron energy is required 
to excite beam wave interaction. In Colson's analysis, the relationship of spontaneous 
emission between harmonics was shown as[ 15] 
where ~ = a~/4(1 + 0.5a~) is a fast periodic factor of the electron longitudinal 
velocity. For example, with V,=4MeV, awl =1.0, AwI=6.75mm, and I=20mA, the 
spontaneous emission of FELs in the optical region is calculated by both Eq.(7-11) 
and Eq.(7-12). The results are shown in Figure 7-2. As it is predicted by Colson's 
formula in Figure 7 -2a, the normalised spontaneous emission at the 3'd and the 5th 
harmonic are 49.4% and 15.4% respectively of that at the fundamental frequency. 
Whereas it is 49.9% and 15.7% respectively calculated by the numerical code. 
Therefore the numerical model agrees very well with Colson's formula in terms of 
spontaneous emission of FELs with a single planar wiggler in the optical region. 
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Because electron energy required in the optical region is large (> IMe V), the 
electron initial velocity, cf3o' is approximately the same as the light velocity due to that 
fact that f30 is determined by 
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Figure 7-2: Spontaneous emission of FELs with a planar wiggler with parameters of Vb=4MeV, 
a.=1.0 in optical region obtained from (a) simulation and (b) analytically calculated 
gain ratio of each harmonic. 
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f30 =)1- \ ' Yo 
(7-13) 
where Yo is initial electron energy. When Yo is large (Yo~4.9 when V~MeV), f30 =1. 
As the magnitude of transverse velocity is proportional to a,./yo' non-linear 
components in the longitudinal electron velocity are less important and in most case 
negligible. Since Colson's analytical formulations are based on this approximation of 
f3zo =f3o =1, it is possible to simplify the mathematics of the analysis as it is always 
demonstrated in Colson's analysis. However electron energy decreases as operating 
frequencies are moved down to the submillimetre-wave region. The error induced by 
the above approximation for electron longitudinal velocity, f3"" becomes bigger. As a 
result the approximation used in the analysis may become invalid. To investigate this 
effect on analytical formulations, an example is studied for the single wiggler case 
using both our numerical model and Colson's formula under the condition of 
Ve=300keV, Yo=1.586, f3o=0.776, f3zo=0.686, awl=0.8, aw2=0, Awl=llmm, and 
I=20mA. It is shown in Figure 7-3(a) that the numerical results predict that 
normalised spontaneous emission at the 3'd and 5th harmonics are 79.8% and 29.8% 
respectively of that at the fundamental frequency. Results from Figure 7-3(b) show 
that normalised spontaneous emission at the 3,d and 5th harmonics are 75.8% and 
37.0% respectively. The differences between the two cases are 4% and -7.2%. This 
also shows the distinction between the numerical model and the analytical formula 
grows as the electron energy reduces. 
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Figure 7-3: Spontaneous emission ratio of FELs with a single planar wiggler in sub-millimetre 
region with parameters of V,=300keV, a.=O.8 obtained from (a) simulation gain 
ratio without considering electron bunching, (b) Colson's analytical formula for 
each harmonic. 
As it is discussed, the approximation of f3zO""l is no longer applicable at low 
electron energy (~300ke V). From the stand point of electron dynamic, this implied 
that the oscillation of the transverse velocity becomes severely intensified with low 
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electron energy as wiggler field remained. Also there will be the same impact on the 
longitudinal velocity. As a result harmonic radiation needs to be evaluated 
numerically instead of the analytical treatment of Colson's. To this end it is necessary 
to re-analyse the FELs for low electron energy. 
7.3.2. Analytical Formulation of FELs in Terahertz Region 
Reduced from eq.(7-1) for the single wiggler case, the wiggler magnetic field is 
(7-14) 
The electron transverse velocity is determined by the interaction of electron 
longitudinal velocity and the wiggler magnetic field. From eqs.(7-3) and (7-4), 
(7-15) 
where aw = eBwo / mckw is the dimensionless field strength of the wiggler. Therefore 
the longitudinal velocity is 
2 
1 1 aw ' 2 k ----SIn Z y~ yg w 
f3z is Taylor expanded to the 4th order as follows 
13 - 13 (1 t A' . 2 k t A4 . 4 k t A 6 . 6 k 5 A' . 'k ) z - 0 -2' SIn wZ-g SIn wZ-T6 SIn wZ-"'l28 SIn wZ'''' 
where A = aw/y 0130 ' and aided with following trigonometry formulas: 
sin' k Z =.l-.lcos2k Z 
w 2 2 w 
sin4 kwz =i--tcos2kwz+tcos4kwz 
sin 6 kw Z = .'6 - i~ cos 2kwz + I~ cos4kwz - 31, cos6kwz 
sin' kwz = iis - 176 cos2kwZ + ;2 cos4kwZ - /6 cos6kwZ + I~' cos8kwz 
If f3z is expanded up to cos6kwz, then eq.(7-17) becomes: 
(7-16) 
(7-17) 
(7-18) 
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(7 -19) 
where 
(7-20) 
Particularly the example in optical region, A=0.1l4. Thus ao=0.9967, al=0.0033, 
a2=3xlO·6, and a3=4xlO·9. The oscillatory terms from a2 upward are shown 
significantly smaller than al and ao. Therefore those oscillatory terms are ignored. 
For the example of Figure 7-3, which is in the terahertz region, A=0.569. Thus 
ao=0.9135, al=0.0885, a2=0.0021, and a3=9xlO-5. The oscillatory terms from a3 
upward are shown significantly smaller than a2. al and ao. Consequently the electron 
axial velocity in the FELs operating in the terahertz region comprises oscillatory 
terms up to the term of cos4kwz. 
It is noticed that /3'0 = /3oao is the average of longitudinal velocity. Integrate 
eq.(7-19) with respect to time gives 
Z(t)=c/3oaot+ /3oa1 sin(2ww /3,ot) /3oa2 sin(4w,,/3,ot) 
2/3,ok" 4/3,ok" 
= c/3oaot + a 1 sin (2w,,/3,ot ) a 2 sin (4w,,/3,ot ) 
2aok" 4aok" 
(7-21) 
= z(t)+ ~l sin (2w,,/3,ot )- ~2 sin(4w,,/3,ot) 
, , 
optical region, the effect of the first order of fast oscillatory terms, sin2kwZ, in the 
argument is taken into account so that 
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cos[wt - (k, + kw)z + tp] 
= cos[wt-(k, +kJz+tp-(k, +kw);l/k,sin2kwz] 
= cos[' + tp -~; sin 2kwz] 
equation in tenns of Bessel functions yields 
cos(' + tp )cos(~; sin 2kwz)+ sin(' + tp )sin(~; sin 2kwz) 
= cos(' + tp t J 0 (~;)+ 2 ~ J 2m (~:)cos2m(2kwz)] 
+ sin(' + tp t 2~J2m_1 (~:)sin(2m -IX2kJ)] 
(7-22) 
(7-23) 
Eq.(7-23) shows that the fast oscillatory tenn, sin2kwz, generates all the hannonics of 
2kwz with the coefficient of corresponding Bessel functions. Those hannonics in turns 
couple with the resonant phase 'so that there are resonance at the odd hannonics of 
kw z . As it is of interest to study the resonance at 3'd and 5th hannonics of kwz, eq.(7-
23) is simplified as 
cos(' + tp )cos(~: sin 2kwz)+ sin(' + tp )sin(~: sin 2kwz) 
_ cos(' +tp)[Jo(~;)+2J2(~;)cos4kwz] 
+ sin(' + tp X2J I (~;)sin 2kJ + 2J 3 (~;)sin 6kw z] 
= J 0 (~;)cos(Wt - (k, + kJz + tp) 
+ JI (~:Xcos(wt - (k, + 3kJz + tp )-cos(Wt - (k, - kJz + tp)] 
+ J 2 (~;Xcos(wt - (k, - 3kw )z + tp)+ cos(wt - (k, + 5kJz + tp)] 
+ J 3 (~;)[cos(wt - (k, + 7kJz + tp )-cos(Wt - (k, - 5kJz + tp)] 
The electron energy conservation equation for FELs with a single wiggler 
(7-24) 
dy = ux;,a w [cos(wt-(k, +kJz+tp)-cos(wt-(k. -kw)z+!p)] (7-25) 
~ y -
is deduced to 
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dy 
dt 
=_ aJa,a w [lo(';;)-I,(';;)]-cos(wt-(k, +kJZ-+q» 
2y 
+ [I, (.;;)- 12 (.;;)]- cos(wt - (k, + 3kJZ- + q» 
+ [1 2 (.;;)- 13 (.;;)]- cos(Wt - (k, + SkJZ- + q»} 
(7-26) 
as it is described in Colson's analysis[IS] . But for FELs with low electron energy and 
in the terahertz region, intense oscillation in the longitudinal direction generates much 
more significant harmonic terms. Therefore the first order of fast oscillatory terms is 
not accurate enough to describe the sophisticated beam wave harmonic interaction. To 
this end, the second order of fast oscillatory terms, sin4kwz, need to be also included in 
the analysis of FELs in the terahertz region. In other words 
cos[wt - (k, + kJz + q> 1 
- sin (S- + q> -.;; sin 2kwz )sin(';; sin 4kwz) 
= cos(S- + q> -.;; sin 2kwz)' [10 (.;;)+ 2 ~ I ,J.;; )cos 2m(4kwZ)] 
- sin(S- + q> -.;; sin 2k w Z)-[ 2 ~ 1 2m_, (.;; )sin(2m -IX4kwZ)] 
(7-27) 
If we only consider the 1st and 2nd harmonics of 4kwz, then eq.(7-27) can be simplified 
as 
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cos(S' + rp -~; sin 2kwz)[I 0 (~~)+ 21 2 (~~ )cos8kwz] 
- sin(S' + rp -~; sin 2kwz X2J[ (~~ )sin 4kwz] 
= I 0 (~~ )cos(S' + rp -~; sin 2kwz) 
+ 2J 2 (~nI 2 (~;)cos(wt - (kz - 3kJz + rp )cos8kwz 
+ 2J 2 (~nI3 (~;)cos(wt - (kz - 5kJz + rp )cos8kwz 
- 2I[ (~~ )10 (~;)sin(wt - (k, + kJz + rp )sin 4kwz 
- 2I[ (~~ )I[ (~;)sin(wt - (k, - kw)z + rp )sin 4kwz 
- 2J[ (~nI 2 (~;)sin(wt - (k, - 3kJz +rp )sin 4kwz 
- 2I[ (~;)I 2 (~;)sin(wt - (k, + 5kJUrp )sin4kwZ 
+ 2I[ (~; V 3 (~;)sin(wt - (k, + 7 kJz +rp )sin 4kwz 
=Io(~~)cos(S' +rp-~;sin2kwZ) 
+ I 2 (~~)I 2 (~;)cos(wt - (k, + 5kJz +rp) 
+ I2(~~ )13 (~;)cos(wt - (k, +3kJz +rp) 
- I[ (~~ V 0 (~;)cos(wt - (k, + 5kw)z + rp) 
- I[ (~; )I[ (~;)cos(wt - (kz + 3kw)z + rp) 
- I[ (~~)I 3 (~;)cos(wt - (k, + 3kw)z + rp) 
- cos(S' + rp + 2kwz -~; sin 2kwzlI 0 (~~)+ 21 2 (~~ )cos 8kwz] 
+ sin(S' + rp + 2kwz -~; sin 2kJX2J[ (~; )sin 4kwz] 
= -10 (~~ )cos(S' + rp + 2kwz -~; sin 2kwz) 
+ 2J 2 (~~ )I[ (~;)cos(wt - (k, - 3kJz + rp )cos8kwz 
- 21 2 (~~)I 2 (~;)cos(wt - (k, - 5kJz + rp )cos8kwz 
+ 2I[ (~;)I 0 (~;)sin(wt - (k, - kw)z + rp )sin 4kwz 
+ 2I[ (~~ )I[ (~;)sin(wt - (k, - 3kJz + rp )sin4kwZ 
- 2I[ (~nI[ (~;)sin(wt - (k, + kJz + rp )sin 4kwz 
- 2I[ (~~ V 3 (~;)sin(wt - (k, + 5kJz + rp )sin 4kwz 
=-Io(~~)cos(S' +rp-~;sin2kwZ) 
+ I 2 (~; )I[ (~;)cos(wt - (k, + 5kw)z + rp) 
- I 2 (~~)I 2 (~;)cos(Wt - (k, + 3kJz + rp) 
+ I[ (~~)I 0 (~;)cos(wt - (k z + 3kJz + rp) 
+ I[ (~~ V[ (~;)cos(wt - (k, + kw)z + rp) 
- I[ (~; )I[ (~;)cos(wt - (k z + 5kw)z + rp) 
+ I[ (~~V3 (~;)cos(Wt - (k, + kJz +rp) 
(7-28) 
(7-29) 
If the sum of eqs.(7-28) and (7-29) is only considered up to the Bessel function of the 
second order, for cos(wt - (k, + jkJz + rp), the coefficients are 
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Forf:l 
Forf:3 
Forf:5 
respectively. Therefore if consider the expansion of z up to sin4kwZ, eq.(7-25) can be 
ex pressed as 
For the evaluation in terms of interaction length, Eq.(7-30) is 
dy 
-= 
dt 
Therefore 
where !:J.k:wI{3,oc-(k,+jkw), and subsequently 
d 2W 
dwdQ 
(7-30) 
(7-31) 
(7-32) 
(7-33) 
This is the improved Colson's formula for harmonic generation in FELs with a single 
wiggler. The same example is studied for the parameter as it is shown in Figure 7-3. 
The spontaneous emissions at the harmonics are normalised. They are 78.0% and 
30.l % respectively for the 3'd and the 5th harmonics as it is shown in Figure 7-4a. 
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Going back to Figure 7-3a, the spontaneous emission are 79.8% and 29.8% at the 3'd 
and the 5th harmonics respectively. Comparing with these the simulation results, the 
differences are 79.8%-78.0% =1.8% and 29.8%-30.1%=-0.3% respectively. Firstly 
they are both less than 2% rather than up to 7% error shown in Figure 7-3b. Secondly 
the decreases difference between from numerical model and the Colson's formula is 
decreasing as the harmonic number increases. It shows a convergent trend of the 
prediction from the both sides. Therefore the simulation code is validated in the 
submillimetre-wave region. 
The replacement of f3z with f3lSJ in eq.(7-9) removes some of the details of the 
longitudinal velocity, as such the electron bunching effect may not be considered 
adequately in the numerical simulation. As it is mentioned in Chapter 4, the electron 
bunching effect becomes important particularly while the FELs is operated in the low 
energy region. When the electron bunching effect is switched back to the numerical 
simulation by replacing f3zo with f3z as 
dy 
dz 
= - wa, [awl cos[Wt - (k, + kw')z + rp] 
2yf3,c ' 
- ~WI cos[wt - (k, - kw,)z + rp] 
+ aw2 cos[wt - (k, + kw2 )z + rp] 
- aw2 cos[wt - (k, - kw2 )z + rp] 
(7-34) 
the result of the same example used in Figure 7-2 is recalculated and plotted as a 
function of harmonic number in Figure 7-4b. The result of this effect makes the 
analytical formula underestimates the FEL gain at the fundamental frequency and 
overestimates the gains at the harmonics. The relative ratios of spontaneous emission 
at harmonics are reduced in comparison to the previous numerical results in Figure 7-
2. 
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Figure 7-4: Spontaneous emission ratio by single planar wiggler in sub-millimetre region with 
parameters of V,=300ke V, a.=Oo8 obtained from (a) the improved analytical 
formula Eqo(7-32), and (b) the simulation code considering the electron bunchingo 
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In conventional FELs with a single wiggler, the radiation at high frequencies is 
nonnally achieved with short wiggler period as eq.(2-5) suggests. However a short 
wiggler period is associated with a weak wiggler field. As a result, spontaneous 
emission of electrons in short-period wiggler is at best moderate. With today's 
wiggler technology, the achievable wiggler period with an on-axis wiggler strength of 
O.6T is about 4mm[1]-[3]. Following by the designed theory of pennanent wiggler 
magnets[17] and achievable system parameters[4], the magnetic field at the surface of 
a wiggler magnet bar can be as high as 3.5T. Though this figure can be pushed up 
further with the wiggler technology being developed, we will start with a design of 
the elementary wiggler here with system parameters being Awl=4.5mm, aw l=O.225, 
and gl=2.7mm. 
Only modest spontaneous emission can be generated with a short wiggler 
period. As the wiggler period is increased, the wiggler field is enhanced accordingly. 
As a result, spontaneous emission at the hannonic frequency grows. By employing 
stronger wiggler field, spontaneous emission at the hannonics are increased as eq.(7-
33) suggests that d2W/dwdQ oc /aw2. To this end there are two possible ways to 
increase radiation frequency. To demonstrate these, FELs with system parameters of 
Aw=4.5mm, aw=O.255, Eb=300keV, and Aw=lOmm, aw=O.68, Eb=300keV are studied 
and their spontaneous emission are plotted as a function of frequency in Figure 7-5a 
and Figure 7-5b respectively. As it is shown in Figure 7-5a, using the smallest 
possible wiggler period, spontaneous emission is strong at the fundamental frequency 
of O.22THz in the submillimetre-wave region. Radiation at its 3'd harmonic of 
O.66THz is also visible but with a very small peak, only about 1% of that at the 
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fundamental frequency. In contrast, Figure 7-5b shows that spontaneous emission at 
O.22THz is attained at the 3rd harmonic of O.074THz, which is the fundamental 
frequency for a different wiggler of Aw=lOmm and aw=O.68. The spontaneous 
emission at O.22THz is about 1.4 times of that at Figure 7-5a. In this case strong 
spontaneous emission is related to the strong wiggler field achieved with a large 
wiggler period. 
As a result, both of these methods are capable of producing spontaneous 
emission In the millimetre-wave region. The first one is moderate radiation at 
fundamental frequency using small wiggler period while the other is harmonic 
generation using large wiggler period. The advantage of the latter is that the radiation 
at the harmonics can be stronger than that of the former. However its disadvantage is 
that mode competition becomes an important issue because the radiation at the 
fundamental needs to be suppressed. Although these unwanted frequencies can be 
suppressed by choosing an appropriate resonance cavity or wiggler structure[l8j, this 
may eventually complicate the FEL system and hence increasing the complexity and 
cost. For simplicity, the single wiggler operation is preferred. 
Nevertheless it is clear that both approaches can generate strong radiation at 
frequencies no more than O.4THz. For any radiation above O.4THz with electron 
energy below 300keV, other methods are needed. To this end, the quasi periodic 
wiggler is proposed for FEL radiation at the submillimetre-wave region. 
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7.4.1. Effect of Wiggler Period 
By choosing appropriate parameters for the two wiggler components of a 
quasi periodic wiggler, it is possible to manipulate FEL radiation as well as their 
location in the spectrum. When two wigglers are concurrently effective, the energetic 
electron beam is modulated at two different frequencies. It has been shown that if 
these two modulation frequencies or the two wiggler periods are appropriately chosen 
then considerable radiation is generated at frequencies that are irrational multiples of 
the fundamental FEL radiation frequency[8J[9]. The generation of these irrationally 
related harmonics modifies the basic FEL interaction mechanism such that they can 
be used to manipulate the FEL spectrum. In principle, harmonic generation can be 
controlled with such a quasiperiodic wiggler configuration, suggested originally as an 
insertion device of synchrotron radiation[lO][ll] and characterised with its 
quasiperiodicity that is achieved within one wiggler period by adjusting the size and 
positions of permanent magnet bars. On the other hand, it is also suggested that 
harmonic generation can be possibly enhanced if two wiggler periods are well 
chosen[19]. 
Assuming that the maximum of the magnetic field on the wiggler surface is 
constant and the elementary wiggler is fixed. As the wiggler period of the auxiliary 
wiggler becomes bigger, its wiggler field has the following relationship with the 
elementary wiggler[20][21]: 
(7-3S) 
We choose g2 = gl + O.SAwI and this gives g2 = S.6mm. By tuning the wiggler period 
of the auxiliary wiggler from 4mm to 11.Smm, the spontaneous emission of such a 
quasi periodic wiggler is normalised to that of the fundamental in Figure 7-Sa and is 
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plotted as a function of frequency in Figure 7-6. At Aw2::4mm, the wiggler strength 
aw2 is equal to 0.016 and so the effect of the auxiliary wiggler is insignificant. As it 
can be seen on the right hand side of Figure 7-6, the spontaneous emission at the 
fundamental frequency is roughly unchanged until the wiggler period of the auxiliary 
wiggler becomes greater than Smm. In the same time the small spontaneous emission 
can be seen to move more and more in the submiIlimetre-wave region which is greater 
than 0.3THz. In Zone R, where Aw2 is from S.5mm to 11.2mm, many small spikes 
appear. Their magnitude and location are changed as Aw2 decreases. As a result a track 
of the motion of the spikes is formed resulting in many spontaneous-emission curves. 
Particularly two curves, namely Cl and C2, are relatively brighter than the others. At 
Aw2=9mm on the curve Cl and Aw2=10.5mm on the curve C2 as highlighted in the 
circles A and B respectively, the spontaneous emission are significantly stronger than 
those else where as it is indicated in Figure 7-6. For the case of Aw2 at point A, aw2 is 
about 0.42. Its fundamental frequency at 0.2THz is weakened while the magnitude at 
lower frequency of 0.1 THz starts to increase. The point at 0.295THz of Aw2=9mm, 
which is a crossing point of two spontaneous-emission curves, is seen disappear. It 
may be the result of cancellation between two curves. Therefore the case of point A is 
of interest. For the point B on the bright curve in the submillimetre-wave region, aw2 
is about 0.65. It is seen much brighter than the others on the same curve C2. Therefore 
it is one of the cases need to be examined more carefully. 
To study these two cases in more details, the normalised spontaneous emission 
at Aw2=9mm on the curve Cl is plotted together with the single wiggler case of 
Aw=9mm, aw=0.42 in Figure 7-7 (a). And the normalised spontaneous emission at 
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A.,,2=lO.5mm on the curve C2 is plotted together with the single wiggler case of 
A.,,=lO.5mm, a",=O.65 in Figure 7-7 (b). 
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Figure 7-6: Spontaneons emission geneTllted by a quasiperiodic wiggler with an elementary 
wiggler of A..,=4.5mm a.,=O.225 and an auxiUary wiggler with varying A."" (rom 
4mm to 12mm and a., (rom 0.016 to 0.91. 
For the second example as illustrated in Figure 7-7b, the normalised 
spontaneous emission of 14% is generated in the high frequency region at O.33THz, 
which is the 5'h harmonic of O.068THz (peak value =68%). Similar to the case in 
Figure 7-7a, the frequency at submillimetre-wave of O.33THz is generated uniquely 
from the quasiperiodic wiggler. As a consequence, the combination of two different 
wiggler periods results in modest radiation around 0.33THz at the submillimetre-wave 
region and a significant reduction of spontaneous emission at the fundamental 
frequency. However for both cases, the spontaneous emission at submillimetre-wave 
are still modest in comparison with the single wiggler case as shown in Figure 7-5a. 
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Figure 7-7: Spontaneous emission generated in the quasiperiodic wiggler (solid line) with the 
auxiliary wiggler being (a) Aw,=9mm with a.,=0.42 and (b) Aw,=10.5mm with 
a.,=0.65; and that in the single wiggler (dashed curves) with the same system 
parameters as those of the auxiliary wiggler. 
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7.4.2. Effect of Wiggler Field Strength 
In the millimetre-wave region as the electron velocity oscillates in the 
longitudinal direction, its non-linear interaction with electromagnetic wave causes 
FEL radiation at odd harmonics[5]. If the electron longitudinal velocity contains 
significant high-frequency components, it is more likely to induce strong radiation at 
higher harmonics. Therefore to improve the magnitude of the spontaneous emission at 
these harmonics and increase high frequencies over millimetre-wave by harmonic 
generation, it is necessary to increase the wiggler field. However as eq.(7-16) suggests 
that aJf3oYo<l, therefore, typically for electron voltage less than 300keV (Yo=1.5S6, 
f3o=0.776), aw has an upper limit of 1.2. As a result, the two cases considered in Figure 
7-6 are studied further to investigate the possibility of improving frequency 
generation at the submillimetre-wave region by increasing the wiggler field strength. 
As suggested by eq.(7 -35), the wiggler field can be increased by reducing the 
gap of the planar wiggler. Because the minimum of the gap for auxiliary wiggler is 
5mm, and Awz=9mm, the span of the wiggler field strength, awz, is estimated from 
O.IS to 0.52 as gz changing from Smm to 5mm. As a result, the normalised 
spontaneous emission of the quasi periodic wiggler is plotted as a function of 
frequency and the wiggler field strength, awz, as it is shown in Figure 7-S. It is note 
that in such an adjustable region of the wiggler field, particularly the Zone R of awz 
from 0.4 to 0.5, the spontaneous emission on the curve c at the submillimetre-wave 
region is enhanced as the wiggler strength of the auxiliary wiggler is increased. 
However this effect also enhances the radiation at the fundamental frequency and 
decreases that at the second harmonic as we compare it with the cross section shown 
by the dash line. The location of the generated frequencies is only slightly decreased 
as awz is increased. To show this in greater details, the case of awz=0.5 is chosen and 
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the frequency dependence of the nonnalised spontaneous emission is plotted in Figure 
7-9. 
Figure 7-8: Spontaneous emission generated in a quasiperiodic wiggler with an elementary 
wiggler of A,.,=4.5mm and a.,=O.225 and an auxiliary wiggler of .<,.,=9mm and aWl 
between 0.2 to 0.5. 
At A,.,2=9mm as it is illustrated in Figure 7-7a, the locations of all the 
spontaneous emission are situated at harmonics of wiggler A,.,2=9mrn. This may be 
due to A,.,J=4.5mrn being effectively the second hannonic of A,.,2=9mrn. In this case, 
the spontan.eous emission at the 0.39THz has the benefit of having less mode 
competition problem around it. This is an exceptional case on the curve of 
spontaneous emission. As it is also shown in Figure 7-7a, the spontaneous emission 
generated at O.39THz is higher than the bannonic frequency at O.28TIfz, which is 
generated by the single wiggler with the same system parameter as the auxiliary 
wiggler. On the other hand the radiation is found significantly reduced at the 
fundamental frequency. 
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Figure 7-9: Spontaneous emission generated by quasiperiodic wiggler with the auxiliary wiggler 
being A",2=9mm and aw2 =0,5, 
In comparison between Figure 7-7a and Figure 7-9, the wiggler field strength 
dependence of spontaneous emission shows that the spike at the high frequency of 
O,39THz is increased from 13% up to 19% but sifted to a lower frequency of 0.37THz 
as the wiggler field strength increases, For other two spikes, the one at the 
fundamental frequency of O,095THz is up from 55% to 70% but the one at 0.19THz is 
down from 31 % to 21 %, As a result, the increment of the wiggler field strength of the 
auxiliary wiggler can be used to amplify the spontaneous emission at frequencies of 
odd harmonics of the auxiliary wiggler and to suppress other frequencies in the 
su~millimetre-wave region, 
To alter the spontaneous emission in the spectrum for the case of Figure 7-7b, 
the wiggler field of the auxiliary wiggler needs to be changed as well. This can be 
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done by changing the gap distance of the auxiliary wiggler. For Aw2=1O.Smm, the span 
of the wiggler field strength, aw2, is estimated to be between 0.17 and 0.78 as g2 
changes from lOmm to Smm. As a result, the spontaneous emission of the 
quasi periodic wiggler is plotted as a function of frequency and the wiggler field 
strength, aw2, as it is shown in Figure 7-10. In Zone Rio it is noted that some of the 
spikes are increased as the wiggler field of the auxiliary wiggler reduces when we 
compare those cases with the cross section shown by the dash line, for instance the 
spontaneous-emission curve Cl. At aw2=0.S, the spike on curve Cl is at 0.34THz, which 
is the second harmonic of the radiation at 0.17THz.1t has a peak value in the Zone RI. 
In the adjustable region of the wiggler field, there are more spikes of strong 
spontaneous emission found in the region of Zone R2 where aw2 is from 0.68 to 0.78, 
particularly on the curve C2. To focus on the cases in Zone R 2, one of the cases is 
selected as aw2=0.74 and its normalised spontaneous emission is plotted as a function 
of frequency in Figure 7-11. 
Originally in Figure 7-7b the spike at the high frequency of 0.33THz is 
increased from 14% up to 26% but shifted to 0.31THz as it is shown in Figure 7-11. 
For other spikes, the one at the fundamental frequency of 0.068THz is up from 69% 
to 74%, the one at 0.2THz is up from 28% to 40% but other spikes in Figure 7-7b are 
almost eliminated. 
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o 
Figure 7-10: Spontaneous emission generated in a qu.siperiodic wiggler witb an elementary 
wiggler of A..,=4.5mm and a.,=O.225 and an auxiliary wiggler of A,.,=10.5mm and 
aWl between 0.2 to 0.78. 
Therefore the employment of quasiperiodic wiggler is capable of modifYing the 
characteristics of the spontaneous emission in the spectrum. By changing the wiggler 
period and the wiggler fleW of the auxiliary wiggler, spontaneous emission at the odd 
harmonics of the auxiliary wiggler period can be increased. However this increment is 
moderate and it is still limited in the low-electron-energy operation. The enhancement 
of the spontaneous emission at this frequency is together with the increment of those 
at the other odd harmonics of the auxiliary wiggler. Nevertheless the operating 
frequency cannot be improved significantly toward the terahertz region. As a result, 
other system parameters of the quasiperiodic wiggler need to be considered for the 
frequency extension towards terahertz region as wen as the magnitude improvement 
of the spontaneous emission. 
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Figure 7-11: Spontaneous emission generated by quasiperiodic wiggler with the auxiliary 
wiggler being A",2=10.5mm and a.2 =0.74. 
7.4.3. Effect of Initial Phase Shift 
In the last two sections the quasi periodicity of the quasi periodic wiggler is 
realised by combining two conventional wigglers of different periods and different 
wiggler field strengths. One way to alter quasi periodicity is to re-arrange permanent 
magnet bars in terms of their position within the length of one wiggler period. This 
quasiperiodicity of one wiggler period is then repeated periodically to form a 
quasi periodic wiggler configuration. If the position of one of the wigglers is changed 
with respect to another wiggler, this may alter quasiperiodicity in terms of initial 
phase angle. For simplicity, a quasiperiodic wiggler with the same wiggler period is 
firstly considered with the effect of different initial phases. 
The quasiperiodic wiggler with different initial phase is sketched in Figure 7-12. 
The auxiliary wiggler is shifted by a distance d with respect to the elementary 
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Figure 7-12: Scheme ofthe quasiperiodic wiggler with an initial phase_ 
wiggler. Once the distance is greater than a quarter of the Aw2, this gap can be simply 
replaced with a quarter section of the wiggler period. As a result the distance can be 
so small compared to the whole length of the wiggler that its effect on the wiggler 
field could be ignored. Therefore denoting (5 as the phase difference between the 
wiggler fields, induced by the relative shift d we can write the total on-axis field as 
(7-36) 
where ~2m1/Aw2. For a quasiperiodic wiggler with the wiggler periods of 
Awl=Aw2=6mm and the wiggler fields of awl =0.3, aw2 =0.06, moving d from 0 to Aw2 
causes the initial phase angle to vary from 0 to 27[. The frequency dependence of the 
normalised spontaneous emission is therefore plotted in Figure 7-13. 
As it is illustrated, the spontaneous emission in the quasi periodic wiggler with 
the two identical wiggler periods is strongest when ~O or 2n. It can be understood as 
the two wiggler fields added up most constructively at ~O or 2n. As (5 is increased 
from 0, radiation induced by the two individual wiggler components gradually cancel 
out each other. Therefore the spontaneous emission at the fundamental frequency of 
0.158THz is reduced from 170% down to 80% when ~n. 
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Figure '7-13: Spontaneous emission at tbe barmonics can not be enbanced by changing /j of a 
two-frequency wiggler with identical wiggler periods of 6mm and the wiggler field 
strength of aw'=O.3 and awl =0.06 
However such a radiation coupling (or cancelling) is not the same when wiggler 
periods are different. Therefore it is of interest to see the frequency generation of the 
two-frequency wiggler with different wiggler periods. Using the example shown in 
Fignre 7-9, the frequency dependence of spontaneous emission is plotted as a function 
of the initial phase in Fignre 7-14, 
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Figure 7-14: Spontaneous emission at the harmonics can he enhanced by changing li of a 
quosiperiodic wiggler with an elementary wiggler of A....,=4.5mm and aw,=O.225, and 
an auxiliary wiggler of A.,..r-9mm and aWl. =0.5. 
The result is obviously very different from the case of the quasiperiodic wiggler 
with. two identical wiggler periods. The major impact here is that the frequency is 
extended to the region between 0.4 to 0.6THz. For instance, as <5 from 0 to It, the 
spontaneous emission at frequency O.37THz is extended to 0.S4THz, an increment of 
(0.54-0 .37)/0.37=46%. Moreover, the strength of spontaneous emission is increased 
from 19% to 42%, an increment of (42-19)119=121%. For an the other peaks, their 
frequencies are also extended to their largest when <5 =O.Slt or 1.51t. The graph is 
symmetrical around <5 =no The bonus is for the spike at the high frequency, the 
strength of spontaneous emission can be increased as well as its frequency location 
can be extended to higher frequency region above 0.4THz. Some of the spikes is 
enhanced as well at other points of the initial phase shift in Figure 7-14. However this 
spike can be avoided by fixing the initial phase shift to 90 degree. The spontaneous 
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emission at the fundamental frequency is increased as well. As it is mentioned early, 
there is a mode competition issue and the technique of removing the flDldamental 
frequency can be used to sustain the radiation at 0.S3THz. 
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Figure 7-15: Sp()nllmcou~ emission at tbe barmonics can be enb.anced by cbanging 8 of in a 
quasiperiodic wiggler with an elementary wiggler of A.,.,=4.Smm and uw ,=O.225, and 
an auxiliary wiggler of A..a=lO.Smm and a .. , =0.74. 
The initial phase dependence of the frequency extension may be also applicable 
to the case in Figure 7-11. Therefore the normalised spontaneous emission is plotted 
as a function of frequency in Figure 7-15. It is shown that the original high frequency 
is extended. to the region between 0.6 to 0.8TIIz. 1n the same time other harmonics are 
also multiplied and extended accordingly. And their gains are in the same order when 
15 is at the region of 0.5rlO.051t. To probe this further, we choose the initial phase at 
92 degree and the normalised spontaneous emission is plotted together with the 
quasiperiodic wiggler case in Figure 7-11 as a function of frequency in Figure 7-16. 
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Figure 7-16: Spontaneous emission generated in a quasiperiodic wiggler with an auxiliary 
wiggler of A.",2=1O.5mm and a.2 =0.74 and 92° initial phase (solid line), and that in 
the same quasiperiodic wiggler with 0° initial phase (dashed line). 
As it is shown, the spontaneous emission is increased from 26% at 0.31THz to 
126% at 0.7THz when the initial phase is equal to 92 degree. The frequency up-shift 
factor is 0.7/0.31=2.2 and the emission magnitude is significantly enhanced by 
126/26=4.9 times from the zero initial phase case. Moreover, the ratio of emission 
magnitude between the 5th and the 1st harmonic is significantly improved from 
26174=35% to 1261245=51.4%. If we compare the peak at 0.7THz having the single 
wiggler case with a very short wiggler period in Figure 7-5a, the increment of 
emission magnitude is of 126-100=26% and the frequency up-shift factor is 
0.7/0.22=3.2. It is shown that strong radiation can be generated at near ITHz by the 
effect of initial phase shift in a quasi periodic wiggler. 
On the other hand an initial phase of 92° is seen in Figure 7-16 to increase the 
emission magnitude of the fundamental at 0.068THz (74% at the first peak in dashed 
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line) to 245% at 0.14THz (the first peak in solid line). This corresponds to an 
improvement of 245174=3.3 times. Also for the 3'd harmonic in Figure 7-16, it is 
shifted from 0.2THz (the second peak in dashed line) to 0.42THz, representing a 
frequency up-shift factor of 0.42/0.2=2.1 and emission enhancement of 4.6 times 
(=185/40). It can be seen that the initial phase shift has a significant impact on these 
harmonic frequencies. This is probably because initial phase shift significantly 
modifies the FEL interaction at these resonant frequencies thereby enabling emission 
enhancement at the harmonic frequencies. However these effects cannot be simply 
achieved with a single wiggler of large but realistic magnetic field. 
In summary, the harmonic frequencies can be greatly extended by changing the 
initial phase of the auxiliary wiggler to approximately 90 degree. It is seen that the 
operating frequency at the 5th harmonic is about extended by a factor of 2, and its 
emission magnitude can be enhanced by a factor of 5. The choice of the combination 
of Awl=4.5mm and awl=0.225 with Awz=1O.5mm and awz =0.74 is capable of 
producing strong spontaneous emission at the near terahertz region. 
:"':5. -Conclusion 
, 
In this chapter, a numerical model is established for the quasi periodic wiggler to 
investigate its high frequency harmonic generation in the submillimetre region. By 
switching off the auxiliary wiggler of the quasi periodic wiggler, this model is capable 
of simulating FELs with a single planar wiggler. Colson's formula is reformulated for 
the submillimetre-wave region. The revised Colson' s formula achieves the agreement 
with the numerical simulation. 
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Altering the wiggler period and the wiggler field strength of the quasiperiodic 
wiggler is able to modify the spectrum characteristics of the single wiggler case 
thereby causing new radiation peaks near the frequency of 0.3THz. This also leads to 
significant reduction of spontaneous emission at the fundamental frequency. 
By changing the initial phase difference of the quasi periodic wiggler, it has a 
significant impact on extending the radiation frequencies of the two-frequency 
wiggler. The numerical simulation shows that it is possible to generate terahertz 
radiation at near ITHz with low electron voltage (:5300keV). The choice of 
combination of AwI=4.5mm aw l=0.225 with Aw2=1O.5mm aw2 =0.74 is capable of 
producing strong spontaneous emission at the near terahertz region by introducing an 
initial phase angle around 90 degree. Its effects are to generate an effective wiggler 
period less than both Awl and Aw2, and an effective wiggler field greater than both awl 
and awl. 
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Conclusions and Future Work 
In this thesis two novel techniques to reduce electron beam energy for FEL 
systems have been studied in great details. Based on an unconventional longitudinal 
interaction mechanism between an energetic electron beam and the longitudinal 
electric field of TM modes in a cylindrical waveguide, second harmonic waveguide 
FELs are capable of significantly reducing electron energy needed for FEL radiation 
at a given frequency. Here they have been studied both analytically and numerically. 
It is shown that second harmonic wave guide FELs are capable of generating strong 
electromagnetic radiation at frequencies from microwave to millimetre-wave at a cost 
significantly less than what conventional waveguide FELs would normally require. 
With the electron energy below 300ke V, numerical studies of the frequency 
dependence of the small-signal gain shows that strong wiggler field leads to 
significantly enhanced small-signal gain and stronger insusceptibility to electron 
energy spread. The former is due to enhanced electron bunching and the latter to 
widened bandwidth of small-signal gain. Simulation results also suggest that the 
enhanced small-signal gain leads an earlier onset of gain saturation and so reduces the 
output saturation power of second harmonic waveguide FELs. As a consequence, the 
design of second harmonic waveguide FELs must be a compromise between large 
small signal gain and large output saturation power. 
Numerical studies show that second harmonic waveguide FELs require an 
electron energy approximately half of that required in a comparable conventional 
waveguide FEL in both microwave and millimetre-wave regions. For radiation 
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towards the shorter wavelength end of the millimetre-wave region however, the 
required electron voltage may exceed the limit of 300ke V for compact waveguide 
FELs. As a result an alternative electron-voltage-reduction technique has been 
considered and this is based on harmonics generation. Using a two-frequency 
magnetic structure, the quasi periodic wiggle configuration is used to modulate the 
energetic electron beam. With this wiggler structure, the fundamental frequency can 
be greatly suppressed thus allowing the growth of harmonic radiation with much 
mode competition. Specifically it is found that radiation at the 5th harmonic can be 
extended from O.4THz to nearly ITHz by introducing an initial phase shift between 
the two component wigglers in the quasiperiodic wiggler configuration. Therefore it is 
possible to operate FELs at the terahertz region with electron energy kept below 
300keV. 
As the wiggler technology progresses in future, the criterion of wiggler design 
may be relaxed and can therefore offer greater freedom to maximise the benefits of 
controlling the initial phase angle. For the application of the quasi periodic wiggler, 
the finding of strong terahertz radiation with electron energy below 300ke V in this 
thesis can be used as a guideline to explore and enhance harmonic generation at 
higher terahertz frequencies. 
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